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In this thesis it is investigated how real world sur-
faces can be sampled, modeled and reconstructed in
computer graphics applications where properties like
view-dependent appearance and subtle geometric de-
tails are preserved.
A dense grid of sampling points on the surface are
photographed from multiple view directions using
high dynamic range imaging. The recorded radiances
from each surface point are saved.
Models are ﬁtted to the obtained data in order to
achieve a unique and compact parametric representa-
tion of the radiance distribution on a per-point basis.
Two models are employed: a modiﬁed Phong reﬂec-
tion model and spherical harmonics. The feasibility
of these models are investigated in tests.
Custom vertex and fragment shader programs are
implemented in OpenGL to be able to reconstruct
the complex surface using simple geometry. The pa-
rameters and shader programs to the corresponding
model are loaded onto the graphics card and used to
recreate the view-dependent appearance of the sur-
face in an interactive real time application.
Tests show strengths and weaknesses of both models
and experience is gained regarding how the sampling
should be performed for optimal results.

Preface
This master's thesis is carried out at the 10th semester of Computer Vision and Graphics,
during the spring of 2007. The main theme is Computer Vision and Computer Graphics,
where the subject of Modeling View-Dependent Surface Point Radiance with Parameter
Maps is chosen.
The purpose of the work is to apply knowledge obtained through courses during earlier
semesters in a problem oriented and project organized form.
Structure and Contents
The thesis starts with an introduction and a preview of the developed system. The re-
mainder of the thesis is structured in six parts, where each part treats part of the process
of answering the problem statement. The parts are:
I. a preliminary analysis investigating related work and inventive texturing methods,
before presenting an overall design strategy and the problem statement including the
goals for the work.
II. a part regarding how the radiance from surfaces are sampled and how the acquired
data is treated.
III. a part that details how models are ﬁtted to the acquired data. Two models are
investigated and comparative tests are performed.
IV. a part where the process of exploiting the programmability of modern graphics hard-
ware for visualizing the radiance of the surface is described.
V. an evaluative part that tests the system as a whole before concluding upon the work
and suggesting directions for further work.
VI. a number of appendices supporting the thesis by detailing relevant subjects. Refer-
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1Introduction
It is a well-known fact that the appearance of surfaces of real world objects changes in
relation to the direction from which they are viewed. The way a surface looks in some
context is roughly a combination of the light that is present, where the light is placed, the
properties of the surface and view direction. An example of this is given in Figure 1.1,
where a book lying on a table in front of a window is shown from three diﬀerent angles. The
pictures are taken in immediate succession and show that the appearance of a surface can
change much, only as a result of changing view direction. Furthermore, very discernable
highlights appear when viewing the surface in the direction that light is reﬂected.
Figure 1.1: Three images of a book lying on a table in front of a window taken in
immediate succession. The diﬀerence in surface appearance is clear. An example
patch of the surface is marked with green boxes and enlarged beneath each image
for comparison.
Normally in computer graphics applications, such as games, real world surfaces are recre-
ated using textures. A texture is normally an image which can be pasted onto a surface of
an object. Should the surface from the book in the particular scene above be reproduced
in a computer graphics application, it is clear that it is not enough to just take one picture
of the book and use this to represent its appearance seen from all directions. If the image
is taken from an oblique view with highlights, the cover of the book is hard to read. If
the image is taken from above so the cover can be read, no information regarding the
highlighting is present.
The current prevalent computer graphics solution to this inadequacy is to paste the image
onto the surface, and let this represent its base color appearance. Then light sources are
explicitly modeled, the surface is assigned overall reﬂection properties and a shading model
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is determined upon. However, it can not be guaranteed that the reﬂection properties are
uniform over the entire surface. It is furthermore quite cumbersome and diﬃcult, if not
impossible, to model everything realistically. It is e.g. impossible to photograph the diﬀuse
albedo of a specular surface.
Hypothetical Task: Creating a Real Time Virtual Walkthrough of a Real
Place
The hypothetical task of creating an interactive, real time walkthrough of an existing real
place is considered in the following. This could be a building of a certain signiﬁcance.
This is done to present two overall approaches to the problem of recreating a real place in
computer graphics.
Modeling Everything Explicitly One approach is to create 3D models of everything in the
given environment: walls, ﬂoors, doors, windows, furniture etc. This is a very cumbersome
task and would require enormous amounts of time, but is not impossible.
For the 3D models to look realistic, it is also necessary to model all surface materials: wood,
glass, marble, plastic, metal and so on. This is an even more diﬃcult and cumbersome
task, because the objects might consist of many diﬀerent materials in conjunction, which
each require speciﬁc and explicit modeling.
Furthermore, it is necessary to model all the light sources in the scene; their form, appear-
ance, light emission properties etc. Light sources can be quite complex in their nature, e.g.
when designed to have some aesthetically pleasing form.
When having all of the above modeled correctly, the scene needs to be rendered using
some global illumination solution. Global illumination is a task not yet solved for real time
applications, which presents the choice between having slow interaction or settling with a
real time rendering technique. None of the choices are really applicable, if the given task
is to be fulﬁlled completely.
Taking Pictures of Everything A radically diﬀerent approach is to simply take pictures
of everything and present the user with a picture that is taken from where he is located.
This would not require any explicit modeling of neither the objects, their materials nor the
light inﬂuencing the scene.
However, there is one simple and very apparent problem with this. To take enough pictures
of everything from all positions and in all directions requires a ridiculously large number
of pictures. It borders what is practically possible, both because of storage requirements
and the time it would take to record all the pictures.
One solution would be to take pictures of the interesting sites of the scene. This is strictly
speaking not a viable solution, because it would limit the user in his movement in the
virtual recreation of the real place. Only the positions and directions that were used to
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capture the images would be available to the user. Interpolation would relax this constraint,
and allow the user to move more freely, but only within the limits imposed when recording
images of the scene. This approach is called Image Based Rendering (IBR), and is used in
various commercial applications, but it is still not a complete solution to the hypothetical
task set up in this example.
The Best of Both Worlds Two approaches to achieving the same goal are presented in
the previous sections. They seem radically diﬀerent, but could draw use from some of the
ideas present in the opposing method. The methods are presented as opposites, and there
seems to be a need for some method which can combine the best of both worlds.
It would be advantageous to be able to combine the 3D modeling of the objects with some
image based model of the global illumination present in the scene. It might also be possible
to employ inventive methods for representing subtle details in the models of the objects
without actually modeling things like small cracks or wrinkles in some surface materials.
By both modeling the scene as well as recording images of it and investigating how these
techniques can be used in conjunction, the ﬁrst stepping stones towards enabling real time,
user-controlled walkthroughs of virtually recreated scenes might be laid.
Sampling Real World Surfaces
To be able to recreate a real world surface in a computer graphics application, no matter
which of the above approaches is chosen, it is necessary to record it and investigate how
it looks and behaves. This is normally done using cameras, taking pictures of the real
world. A digital camera essentially records light, or radiance, at a number of pixels on an
internal chip. These recorded radiance intensities can be reproduced as an image on e.g.
a computer screen. Figure 1.2(a) shows examples of paths that rays from a light source
can travel to a camera. The light entering the camera directly from the light source will
have the same color as the light source itself. The color of the light that is reﬂected oﬀ a
surface before entering the camera is a combination of the light and surface colors 1. The
way it is combined is deﬁned by the reﬂection properties of the surface.
Reﬂection properties of surfaces can vary much. One extreme is predominantly diﬀuse
surfaces such as matte paper or dry, unpolished stones where reﬂection of light depends
on the position of the light and not the view direction. In the other end there are highly
specular surfaces such as mirrors, where the perceived intensity depends very much on
the position of the viewer. Figure 1.2(b) shows how a point on a surface radiates light
diﬀerently, dependending on the material. The upper ﬁgure exempliﬁes a glossy surface,
with higher radiance in the mirror direction. The lower ﬁgure shows a more diﬀuse surface,
with an almost isotropic outgoing radiance.
In computer graphics applications, surfaces can typically be assigned a material, where a
number of parameters determine how it reacts to incoming light. These parameters typi-
1See Appendix B for more elaboration on colors and recording thereof.
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(a) The light that hits a camera can come
directly from a light source or from the re-
ﬂection of light on a surface.
(b) The intensity of light leaving a
point depends on light sources and
their relative position to the point,
but also on the properties for the sur-
face.
Figure 1.2: Figures showing paths that light can travel from a light source to a camera,
as well as how light can reﬂect diﬀerently from diﬀerent materials of surfaces.
cally seek to replicate the properties of some real world material. To light a scene correctly,
it is necessary to know how all lights and surfaces interact with each other with respect
to absorbing, emitting and reﬂecting light. This is expressed in the rendering equation2.
This equation relies on light and surface parameters to calculate mutual reﬂection between
light and surfaces but also surfaces in between. Modeling this interaction explicitly and
realistically is a very hard task not suited for real time applications.
Instead of trying to model this interaction, a contrary approach is to let Mother Nature
do her part of the work and then record a chosen surface by extensively taking pictures of
it - i.e. sample its appearance from diﬀerent view directions under some given static illu-
mination conditions. Images capture the result of the natural global illumination solution
and do therefore not rely on any parameters. When having sampled the surface from a
high number of directions, the obtained information can then be used in diﬀerent ways to
reproduce the appearance of the surface in a computer graphics application.
The Optimal Result and Its Applications
The optimal goal is the ability to recreate arbitrary real world surfaces completely and
correctly. This is recreation of a global illumination solution without explicitly modeling
light sources and without being bound to some shading model. The optimal solution would
include not only diﬀuse surfaces, but also mirror-eﬀects and the ability of reproducing
subtle surface details which are only visible from view directions.
Given that this goal is achieved, a method would be provided for computer graphics appli-
cations to produce surfaces whose radiance appear view-dependent in a true-to-life manner.
There are two apparent uses for such surfaces. One is to generally employ more realistic
2See Appendix E for more information on the rendering equation.
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surfaces that mimic real world properties. The other is employing view-dependent surfaces
as more complex light sources than the usual directional-, spot- and point light sources
available in e.g. OpenGL.
Initiating Problem
Based on the above, this thesis takes its starting point in seeking to investigate how real
world surfaces reﬂects and radiates light and how this can be recreated in virtual 3D
contexts. The initiating problem for this thesis is thus expressed in the following question:
Is it possible to capture view-dependent radiance information of a surface
and recreate it in a real time computer graphics application?
2System Preview
The purpose of this chapter is to present a short, informative preview of the work
and methods in this thesis. The stages involved in the work that are documented
in the report are presented, and a look ahead into the achieved results is given.
The introduction in the previous chapter explained the problem area of reconstructing real
world surfaces realistically. Based on the initiating problem, it is set out to investigate
the possibilities of capturing real world, view-dependent surface radiance information and
recreating it in computer graphics applications. This would be a step towards being able
to model true-to-life global illumination solutions of scenes without explicitly modeling
things such as light sources or subtle details in geometry.
Methods
The methods employed ﬁrst involves sampling the surface that it is desired to recreate.
This is done by photographing it from hundreds of view directions. Two images of a real
world surface are show in Figure 2.1. The images are taken with the same exposure time,
Figure 2.1: Two photographs of the same surface seen from slightly diﬀerent views with an
equal exposure time of 3.2 seconds. The diﬀerences are noticable in subtle material
details in the highlights.
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Figure 2.2: The setup used to acquire samples of the surface from a lot of directions.
from slightly diﬀerent angles. The view-dependent changes in the appearance of the surface
are noticeable in the specular parts in the lower right part of the images. The sampling
can be performed on both synthetic and real-world data. Real world data is recorded using
high dynamic range imaging.
A rig has been build to ease the sampling procedure, where the surface is ﬁxed on a rig
where it can be rotated around two axes. It is also possible to mount a light on the right,
to keep it in a static position relative to the surface. Two pictures are shown of the rig in
Figure 2.2.
To be able to recreate subtle details of the surface, the surface is divided into a dense
grid of sample points, and the radiance from each of these points is recorded from each of
the sampled view directions. When having obtained all observations of all surface sample
points from all view directions, two diﬀerent models are investigated. This is done to be
able to parameterize the view-dependent radiance of the surface on a per-point basis and
obtain a compact representation of it. It requires signiﬁcantly less space to save the model
parameters than saving the actual measured surface radiances.
By parameterizing the surface point radiance distribution, it is viable to implement custom
shader programs that can recreate the view-dependency of the overall appearance of the
surface. Custom vertex and fragment shader programs are implemented in OpenGL for
each of the employed radiance distribution models. An interactive application is developed
where the user can explore the view-dependency of the reconstructed surface.
Achieved Results
Capturing, modeling and reconstruction of real world surfaces is accomplished in this thesis.
It is possible to sample surface densely enough and from enough view-directions, so that
subtle details such as wrinkles or cracks can be reconstructed. Both these phenomena are
highly dependent on the direction from which the surface is viewed. No explicit modeling
of any light sources or complex geometry is used to recreate the surfaces in a true-to-life
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manner.
Figure 2.3 show a real world image on top of a reconstruction of the surface from the same
point of view. The surface is a paper ﬂyer for a conference. The paper is a glossy, coated
type which reﬂects light quite much. Furthermore, subtle bends and wrinkles are present,
giving the surface some very non-uniform reﬂection appearance.
It is evident that the result shown here does not indicate perfect reconstruction of the real
surface. Investigating discrepancies between sampled and reconstructed data is one of the
main topics of tests in this thesis.
An executable application showing all the investigated models and surface can be found on
the DVD (}/Application/executable/), the reader is urged to explore this interactive
application as it helps gain insight to the work and results thereof. A reference on how to
use the application is given in Appendix G.
(a) Photograph of surface. (b) Reconstructed surface, Phong model.
Figure 2.3: A photograph of a surface with diﬀerent types of material on top of a recon-
structed version of the same surface using the modiﬁed Phong model.
Part I
Preliminary Analysis
The preliminary analysis takes its starting point in the initial problem for this work and
has the aim of formulating a problem statement and enumerating goals for the work.
The ﬁrst part of the analysis presents a survey of related work within the ﬁeld of recording,
representing and recreating certain properties of surfaces in computer graphics. The result
of the survey is a comparison of two overall approaches.
The next chapter reviews diﬀerent texturing methods. This is included because the method
of applying a parametric model at fragment level resembles some of the more sophisticated
texturing methods. A review of texturing methods show what is currently possible with
imaginative use of textures in computer graphics applications.
The part continues with a design chapter that coarsely lays the stepping stones for the rest
of the work and deﬁnes interfaces between the diﬀerent stages.
Following this, the problem statement sums up the main ﬁndings from the analysis, before
stating the goals for the work. An outline of the rest of the thesis is also presented.

3Related Work
In this chapter, four examples of related work within the ﬁeld of recording and
recreating surface properties are listed and described. Lastly, a comparison of the
two overall approaches is presented. The related work described in this chapter is
that which was found to be most prevalent. This survey is carried out to form a
basis for the work behind this thesis, as well as to gain inspiration.
3.1 Image Based Rendering
The scene from The Matrix where Neo dodges bullets from one of the agents in slow
motion and the camera rotates around him is a good example of Image Based Rendering
(IBR). Multiple cameras shoot the same scene simultaneously and the end result gives the
impression that time is slowed down and the camera rotates seamlessly around Neo. The
same technique was used during Super Bowl XXXV in 2001, to provide a unique 3D view
of selected plays, which could then be paused to seamlessly rotate the camera to a new
angle before continuing.
The survey by [ZC04] presents IBR in relation to the plenoptic function [AB91]. The
plenoptic function is a 7D function that models an environment in 3D, seen from all
positions [Vx, Vy, Vz], in all directions [θ, φ], at all times [t], over any range of wavelengths
[λ]. This is an extremely general representation of an environment, and corresponds to a full
appearance description of the environment which is the opposite of a source description
comprised of object models, textures, surface reﬂection properties etc.
IBR is a two stage concept: sampling and rendering. First, a number of samples from the
plenoptic function, usually in the form of images, are acquired. Using these samples, it is
sought to reconstruct the plenoptic function to be able to seamlessly move between e.g.
positions, view directions or points in time. It is far too extensive to sample the entire
plenoptic function, which is why one or more limitations are usually imposed upon it. An
example is static scenes, for which the camera can be freely moved and the time-parameter
can be dropped. Furthermore, the viewer can be restricted to moving along a path, and
more dimensions can be dropped. These restrictions seem reasonable for virtual touring,
where the viewer follows some pre-deﬁned path when exploring a large scene.
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3.2 Surface Light Field
One 4D version of the plenoptic function is a Surface Light Field (SLF). An SLF discards
λ, t and Vz, due to sampling on a surface in a static scene with an RGB camera. It is a
function that assigns an RGB-value to all rays leaving all points on a surface [WAA+00].
SLF is a variation of the light ﬁeld [LH96]. The light ﬁeld has its roots in environment
maps, which are recordings of incident light arriving from all directions at a point. The
original proposal to representing the 4D light ﬁeld is by use of a light slab where two
convex quadrilaterals are used to parameterize the rays of light entering one square and
exiting another. This method requires no knowledge about the geometry of the scene. A
similar approach is the Lumigraph [GGSC96], where coarse knowledge about the scene
geometry is employed. The two methods were presented in the same proceedings.
The SLF is thus an approximation to the plenoptic function sampled on an image plane
where interpolation is used for reconstruction of novel views. The goal of [MRP98] is
to allow unconstrained walkthroughs of static scenes shaded with results of precomputed
global illumination. The method captures light leaving a surface at point [U, V ] in the
direction [S, T ], in relation to the light ﬁeld, where [U, V ] and [S, T ] represent points on
the two quadrilaterals of the light slab.
The SLF handles surface texture, rapid variation in specular highlights and global eﬀects
such as interreﬂection and shadows. Research has been done with the aims of improving
the SLF in various ways. An example is [WAA+00], where the SLF is extended to become
editable. This allows for deformation of the objects, relative movements and change in the
properties of the surfaces at run time.
3.3 View-Dependent Texture-Mapping
The process of texturing polygons of a scene to construct a novel view is known as View-
Dependent Texture-Mapping (VDTM). It is a method presented by Debevec, Taylor and
Malik and employed in [DBY98]. It is an IBR technique which makes use of projective
texture mapping, where reasonably accurate geometric knowledge of the scene is needed.
VDTM works by taking pictures of a scene with known geometry and seeks to construct
novel views of the scene by interpolation of up to 3 recorded views. It is a simpliﬁcation
of the light ﬁeld approach, with much sparser sampling but more complex geometry.
The algorithm involves precomputation of a view map for all polygons visible in more
than 1 view. This map contains information about which polygons are visible from what
views, and is used later on for interpolation. For polygons that are not visible in any views,
an object-space hole ﬁlling algorithm is employed to avoid ﬂickering between frames.
Lastly, when viewing the scene, three render passes are used to reconstruct the novel view
of a polygon. This comprises a mix between the three views closest to the currently desired
view position.
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3.4 Bidirectional Texture Function
Early attempts to capture the appearance of real material surfaces was done by [DvGNK97].
The work compiled a large, free database with over 12,000 images constituting 61 surface
materials with both isotropic and anisotropic appearance. The data is stored as Bidi-
rectional Texture Functions (BTFs), which are functions describing the appearance of a
surface at ﬁne-scale level with varied viewing and illumination directions.
To exemplify and prove functional utilization of the data in [DvGNK97], it is ﬁtted to
the low-parameter Oren-Nayar Bidirectional Reﬂectance Distribution Function (BRDF),
[ON95], and the Koenderink et al. BRDF representation, [KvDS96], with diﬀerent orders,
resulting in use of 5 and 55 parameters. In contrast to standard color or albedo texture
mapping methods, this method can represent the complex dependencies on viewing and
lighting directions of rough surfaces. As stated in [SvBLD03], the BTF can handle subtle
lighting eﬀects, such as self-shadowing and -reﬂection.
3.5 Summary
To coarsely summarize, the preceding survey of related work within this ﬁeld suggests
two approaches: either to sample a surface with the aim of ﬁtting a parametric model
to the appearance of the surface, or to interpolate between available sampled views for
construction of a novel view. Both have their pros and cons.
The view-dependent appearance of a surface depends on the placement and properties of
light sources present in the scene as well as properties for the surface in question. The
two approaches have diﬀerent views on how this should be represented. By interpolating
between recorded views, no explicit representation of light sources and material properties
is saved, but is implicitly encoded in the images. In the other approach, where a model
is ﬁtted to the data for each point of the surface, light source and material information is
encoded in the model, e.g. as a higher radiance in a reﬂection direction. This constitutes
a more explicit light and material representation than the interpolation approach, but still
without explicitly modeling any light sources, material properties or surface shading.
An immediate disadvantage of interpolating between all the taken images of a scene is that
all the images would have to be saved, resulting in a need for storing large amounts of
data. If the data is ﬁtted to a parametric model, only the parameters need to be saved
to represent the data. By saving only the parameters of a model, a relatively compact
representation of the data is obtained. Moreover, if a surface exhibits uniform radiance
properties across its entire area, it might be suitable to represent this using only one overall
model, which is very compact in contrast to saving tens or hundreds of images of it.
Fitting a model to some data inevitably imposes some degree of data loss. The fewer
parameters used to represent the data, the larger the risk of losing important details.
This would not happen if all the images were saved. On the other hand, the data can
also be faulty in various ways or contain noise, and it is undesirable to use bad data in
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interpolation. If a model is ﬁtted to the data, it might be possible for it to ﬁlter out
erroneous or noisy samples.
When ﬁtting a model to data, there is also always the question of how well-suited the
model is to the data. If an inappropriate model is chosen, it might be error prone to force
it to ﬁt the data. If all data is saved, i.e. all images, nothing is forced to ﬁt anything.
Thus, it is necessary to determine whether or not a compact representation or a complete
set of data is most important.
Another way of comparing the two methods is to look at how fast they are able to re-
construct the real world surfaces. Without optimization, the VDTM method presented in
[DBY98] could run with 20 frames per second, requiring three render passes. If a model
is ﬁtted to the sampled points on the surface, it is well-suited for implementation on the
Graphics Processing Unit (GPU). The parameters for the model can be packaged into tex-
tures and a custom shader program can read these values and recreate the correct radiance
to each of the points. This requires only one pass and is likely to go very fast, but naturally
depends on the number of surface points for which a model needs to be reconstructed and
the complexity of the model.
4Texturing Methods
Texturing has become more than just the task of pasting an image onto a surface.
This chapter reviews and describes some of the most prevalent texturing methods
in current computer graphics to investigate the possibilities of inventive texturing.
As mentioned in Section 3.5, an advantage for the model ﬁtting approach is that it is
compact for uniform surfaces. Such surfaces exhibit properties that change very little over
their area, and can thus be represented with one model for the surface.
The more frequent the appearance of the surface, the more it properties changes over its
area. One way to represent this is to mesh the surface and represent each mesh polygon or
vertex with its own model. At the ﬁnest scale, a parametric description is present for each
fragment of the surface being rendered. This can be represented with textures. In its classic
form, texturing is the process of pasting an image onto a surface of a 3D model. However,
more inventive texturing methods are available due to the advent of programmable shaders.
The following sections brieﬂy investigates some of the most prevalent texturing methods.
4.1 Image Texture Mapping
As a step towards reproducing the real world in computer graphics applications, the concept
of texture mapping was invented. The work was pioneered by [Cat75], and is now very
commonly used. The process allows a picture of e.g. a real world object to be pasted onto
geometry in a 3D application. An example is given in Figure 4.1, where a picture of some
bricks is pasted onto two polygons.
Figure 4.1: A texture (right) is mapped onto two polygons (left).
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Texture mapping presented a leap forward towards more realistic computer graphics. In-
stead of coloring polygons using a single color, or interpolation of per-vertex deﬁned colors,
it was now possible to show detailed reproductions of the real world. Of course, texture
mapping a real world image of a non-diﬀuse surface onto an object is limited to correctness
for one single view direction. As soon as the view changes, the real-world correspondence
is disturbed. As seen in the following sections, restrictions towards what can be achieved
with texture mapping is alleviated more and more as research within the ﬁeld carries on.
4.2 Normal Mapping
Normal mapping is an extension to bump mapping, a method presented in [Bli78]. In
short, bump mapping is a perturbation of surface normals to represent minor unevenness of
surfaces. The bump map is essentially an image indicating the extend of the perturbation.
The perturbation changes how the object reacts to lighting, but it does not change the
geometry of the object.
Normal mapping is a common bump mapping technique. In contrast to conventional bump
mapping, the entire normal vector is replaced, and its components are saved in an RGB-
image. This way, the lighting calculation for each fragment uses the normal in the map
instead of the geometry normal, resulting in more detailed shading.
(a) Original mesh, 4.000.000
polygons.
(b) Simpliﬁed mesh, 500 poly-
gons.
(c) Simpliﬁed mesh, 500
polygons - with normal map-
ping.
Figure 4.2: Figures illustrating the concept of enhancing low-polygon models using nor-
mal mapping. Figures from http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Normal_mapping.
Like bump mapping, normal mapping seeks to add detail to shading without changing the
geometry itself. [CMSR98] and [COM98] both present methods for using normal mapping
to enhance a low-polygon model by use of normals calculated on the basis of a high-polygon
model of the same object. An example of how well a low-polygon model can be enhanced
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is shown in Figure 4.2.
A radically diﬀerent approach is displacement mapping. Displacement mapping involves a
perturbation of the geometry of an object, instead of the normal. Here, a height map is
also employed. It is a method that allows for great sense of depth and details. However, it
is a costly procedure because of the likely need for modiﬁcation and addition of geometry
to allow the mesh to be displaced accordingly and on the ﬂy.
4.3 Parallax Mapping
Motion parallax is the relative change in position of two stationary points as seen by a
moving observer. Thus, parallax mapping, proposed in [KTI+01], is a method to alleviate
the restriction of normal textures to one correct viewing direction. Parallax mapping is
also commonly used to give the impression of depth using a 2D texture on some surface.
A depth and a normal map is stored along with the texture map. The depth map can
e.g. come from a detailed 3D model of the phenomena which the parallax map is supposed
to simulate. Figure 4.3(a) shows such a model for a bullet hole, which is to be put on a
surface as a decal to simulate the user having shot it. The combination of a normal map
with a depth map in the alpha channel is also called a relief map.
(a) A detailed 3D model used
for construction of the parallax
map.
(b) The eﬀect of bump mapping. (c) The eﬀect of parallax map-
ping.
Figure 4.3: Figures illustrating the concept and eﬀect of parallax mapping. Figures from
http://cowboyprogramming.com/?p=34.
Figure 4.3(b) shows a surface with the image of a bullet hole pasted on using standard
bump mapping techniques. Figure 4.3(c) shows the end result of rendering fake holes in
a surface using parallax mapping. Note that for the optimal experience, one should move
around the parallax map to perceive the change in its appearance.
To obtain the parallax map eﬀect for a pixel, a few simple steps are needed: ﬁrst the
position of the pixel in the texture, [u, v], is found, next the depth at that position is
read and used to scale a vector from the world position of the pixel to the viewer, the
[x, y]-components of the scaled vector are added to the [u, v] coordinates to obtain a new
position, [u′, v′], in the texture map which is then used as the ﬁnal color of the pixel.
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4.4 Summary
The above sections review a number of diﬀerent methods for texturing surfaces to make
them appear more realistic than just having some uniform or vertex-interpolated color.
The described methods range from simply painting an image to a ﬂat surface to simulating
depth using the idea of motion parallax.
The lesson learned, is that the introduction of programmable shader programs allows for
a number of innovative surface reproduction methods that can simulate more complex
appearances than just applying a color. Parallax mapping even resembles the goal of this
work, as it can present a view-dependent surface appearance.
However, none of the above methods model the surface radiance in any view-dependent
manner. Furthermore, all the techniques described above are based on the basic idea that
each fragment is shaded according to a predeﬁned shading model (e.g. Phong) and that
light sources are modeled explicitly in the scene. It would be advantageous to alleviate
these constraints, and allow for reconstruction of surfaces with more subtle details. It
therefore seems feasible to strive towards recreating the view-dependent appearance of
surfaces on a per-pixel level by implementing custom shader programs.
5Design
This chapter presents the overall design of the developed framework for sampling,
storing and recreating surface radiance. The design is derived from the processes
and concepts described in the foregoing chapters. The design also acts as a basis
for the problem statement presented in the forthcoming chapter.
5.1 The Task at Hand
Figure 5.1 presents the overall concept of the task at hand. A surface is to be sampled by
taking a number of photographs of it from diﬀerent directions. The surface is subdivided
into many small patches, and the radiances sampled for each patch are saved. The sampling
process is quite cumbersome, due to the amount of pictures that must be taken of the
surface. This is naturally an oine process and is only done once for a given setup of the
scene.
When having the radiances in many directions for each of the small patches of the surface,
the task is then to reconstruct the view-dependent appearance of that surface. It must
also be possible to present it in a real time computer graphics application.
For each point
Figure 5.1: A ﬁgure of the ﬂow in the framework. Images of a surface are acquired to
capture the radiance distributions for each patch on the surface which can then be
visualized.
Diﬀerent ways of reconstructing real world surfaces in a view-dependent manner were
analyzed in Chapter 3. The two main approaches were to either interpolate between a
series of images or to ﬁt the observed image data to a parametric model. It is wanted to be
able to reconstruct subtle details in the surface that are visible only within small ranges of
view directions. In the former approach this requires many images, which requires storage
for undesirably much data. The latter approach, which ﬁts a model to the data obtained
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for each of the small surface patches requires signiﬁcantly less data. However, the question
is always how well a model can be ﬁtted to the data and how well a representation the end
result constitutes. In this work, it is chosen to investigate how well real world surfaces can
be reproduced by ﬁtting models to the obtained radiance data, and thus use signiﬁcantly
less data to represent the view-dependent appearance of real world surfaces. The ﬁtting
of models to data can take very long time, since it has to be done for each patch. This is
also an oine procedure, as it might easily take many hours to complete.
The concept of representing the surface with many small patches is well-suited for an
texturing approach inline with those investigated in Chapter 4. It is desired to represent
subtle details that vary on a per-point basis, and therefore an individual representation of
each point on the surface is needed. A texture contains a representation of the appearance
of each texel within it, e.g. as pixels in an image. Each texel is then mappable to a point
on the surface and it is possible to interpolate between texels to obtain representation of
surface points that fall between texel locations. Instead of image pixels, the texture could
contain the parameters to the model ﬁtted to the corresponding point on the surface.
This way, means are provided for reconstructing the surface including its subtle details,
by representing each of its points by an individual model saved within a texture. Many
complex texturing methods can run in real time, and it is also expected to be able to
present the results of this work in real time.
5.2 Design of the Framework
To comply with the above, the surface must be sampled in a manner which makes it
possible to estimate model parameters. The ﬁrst step is therefore to sample the radiances
from all points on a surface from diﬀerent directions. From these samples the parameters
to a given model can be estimated and saved in a texture. Afterwards, the texture can be
loaded into a graphics application and the view-dependent radiance of the surface can be
reconstructed from the parameters.
In order to test the feasibility of this approach, a framework of tools is build to handle
diﬀerent tasks. The outline of the developed framework is illustrated in Figure 5.2. It is
a coarse subdivision of the tasks involved in this thesis. It is divided into an oine and



















Figure 5.2: A ﬁgure of the ﬂow in the framework. Images of a surface are sampled to
estimate a model for the surface which can then be visualized.
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an online part. The oine part covers sampling of the surface and ﬁtting of the sampled
data to a chosen model. The online part covers reconstruction of the surface at interactive
frame rates.
Two new concepts are presented: observation map and parameter map. These maps
provide storage for the observed samples of the surface and the estimated model parame-
ters, respectively. The content of the maps are outlined in Figure 5.3. The maps act as
interfaces between the stages of the framework. A sampled point on the surface corresponds
to a texel in each of the maps.
The observation map stores all observed radiances and their associated view direction for
each point on the surface. The radiance is the R, G and B values recorded by the camera.
The view direction is the spherical coordinate pair [θ, φ]1 of the unit vector pointing towards
the camera. The parameter map contains the parameters to the model for view-dependent









(a) Observation map. Each texel contains all
observed radiances and their associated view





(b) Parameter map. Each texel con-
tains the model parameters for the
corresponding surface point.
Figure 5.3: The content of the observation map and parameter map.
The ﬂow of the work is summarized in the following steps, which relate to Figure 5.2:
• Through images of a surface, its radiances in a number of points are sampled into
the observation map. This map contains all observations from all directions of all
pixels comprising the surface. The direction to the camera is individually calculated
for each point on the surface. The number of points comprising the surface depends
on the chosen sampling resolution.
• The observation map is used to estimate the parameters for a model of the surface
radiance at each sampled point. The estimated parameters are saved into the pa-
rameter map. This map contains the parameters to the model estimated for each
point on the surface. The number of parameters in the map varies depending on the
chosen model.
• Using the parameter map in a manner similar to texturing, the surface is visualized,
seeking to recreate its real world radiance characteristics. The visualization appli-
cation is the only part of the system that runs in real time, and it is interactive to
allow the user to experience the view-dependency of the reconstructed surface.
1See Appendix A for information regarding spherical coordinates.
6Problem Statement
This chapter presents the problem statement for the work in this thesis. On the
basis of the preliminary analysis and the design, a number of goals are stipulated,
each related to a stage in the framework. They also act as a measure for the thesis,
when performing tests and evaluation at later point.
In the previous design chapter, a framework for testing the feasibility of the chosen approach
was presented. The stages in the framework are to sample the surface, ﬁt a parametric
model to the observed data and ﬁnally reconstruct the surface appearance in a real time
computer graphics application.
The aim of this thesis is to explore how the radiance of a surface can be sampled. Also,
diﬀerent models for representing the surface radiance must be explored. The chosen model
should be able to cope with arbitrary radiance distribution from a surface point and rep-
resent it using few parameters. Finally, ways to eﬃciently reconstruct the surface from a
parameter map in real time using modern graphics hardware must be found. These points
can be summed up in the following problem statement:
Build a framework of tools to investigate the feasibility of sampling, modeling
and recreating view-dependent radiance information from a surface for use in
a real time application.
6.1 Goals
Based on the problem statement, a number of goals for the work in this thesis can be set
up. They are formed on the basis of the stages in the framework presented in the design
chapter. Thus, the following goals are stipulated for the work:
• Sample surfaces from diﬀerent directions in a suﬃcient manner for later reconstruc-
tion.
• Capture the view-dependent characteristics of a surface and estimate parameters to
models suﬃcient for describing them.
• Visualize the surface reconstructed at interactive frame rates in order to ensure that
view-dependent properties of the surface have been captured and modeled correctly
and suﬃciently.
To verify that these goals are fulﬁlled a number of tests are performed. The tests include
quantitative tests, where the estimated models are compared to the measured radiance
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data. Also more qualitative tests are performed, where the real and rendered surface is
compared.
6.2 Delimitations
This thesis is a feasibility study with the goal of investigating methods for capturing and
approximating the view-dependent radiance distribution of points on a real world surface.
The thesis also includes examining recreation of the surfaces in real time computer graphics
applications.
Sampling a surface with the intention of capturing its radiances is done by taking pho-
tographs of it. Photographs, and thus the sampled data, only represent the world as it
looks at one given time instance. Therefore, in this work there is one overall delimitation.
The world and all present objects, geometry and light sources are static. This way, it is a
snapshot of the real world that is recorded and recreated.
No further explicit delimitations are made at this point. However, the right is reserved to
delimit the scope of the work when having investigated aspects of it further.
6.3 Thesis Outline
Based on the design of the framework and the problem statement, this thesis is divided into
the following parts. Each part analyzes and presents a solution to a step in the framework.
Sampling The sampling part analyzes how the surface radiance can be captured using
a camera. Also, ways of choosing camera positions covering the hemisphere above
the surface are explored. Finally, the part presents a method for extracting the
observation map described in the design chapter from images of the surface.
Model Fitting The model ﬁtting part analyzes diﬀerent methods for representing the
surface radiance. Two diﬀerent models are chosen. The part ends with comparative
tests of the two models.
Visualization In the visualization part, the modern GPU is analyzed to ﬁnd means for
reconstructing the surface appearance from the parameter map. Two diﬀerent shader
programs are implemented to reconstruct the surface appearance from both of the
chosen parametric models.
Evaluation The evaluation part performs tests that compare reconstructed and real sur-
faces. Following the tests, the results are discussed before the work is concluded upon
and topics for further studies are suggested.
Appendices A number of appendices describing subjects ranging from mathematical pre-
liminaries over radiometry to camera calibration are presented in this last part. These





This part accounts for the process of sampling of points on the surface of a real world or
synthetic object.
First, it is investigated how to correctly record the radiances from of real world surfaces
by taking photographs of it. This is done by composing multiple shots into one image
containing radiance values covering a large dynamic range. In order to present such High
Dynamic Range (HDR) images on Low Dynamic Range (LDR) computer screens, a simple
global tone mapping operator is chosen.
When having established a method for correctly recording real world radiances, it is dis-
cussed how a scheme for sampling a surface from view directions covering the hemisphere
can be performed. Diﬀerent schemes are presented and the problem of determining the
camera position when taking real world photographs is outlined.
This issue is resolved by use of standard camera calibration techniques, which are used
not only to determine camera position but also to map between points on the surface and
image coordinates to obtain the corresponding radiance values.
Lastly, the three-channel radiance values and the directions to the camera are written into
the observation map. In this map, a texel corresponds to one sample point on the surface.

7High Dynamic Range Imaging
This chapter investigates the term known as High Dynamic Range (HDR) imaging,
which is used when sampling real surfaces in this thesis. The chapter starts by de-
scribing one problem with general imaging, namely that it is not readily possible to
obtain images where details are present in both dark and bright regions simultane-
ously, a task requiring use of diﬀerent exposure times. A method for constructing
HDR images is described, as well as examples of methods for mapping them into
image values that can be viewed on normal computer screens are given.
7.1 The Need for High Dynamic Range in Imaging
When sampling a surface, its radiance in a number of points is what is of interest. Real
radiance has a very high dynamic range, so in order to be able to sample these radiances
correctly using cameras, it is required to use high dynamic range imaging techniques.
The basic functionality of cameras is to measure radiance1, which is deﬁned as ﬂux passing
through, leaving or arriving at a point in a particular direction [RWPD06]. For this pur-
pose, cameras are equipped with light-sensitive chips. When taking pictures with a digital
camera, a number of settings must be set correctly for the resulting picture to show the
desired output. If the scene is very dark, e.g. taken at night, the exposure time must be
relatively long to let enough light into the light sensitive chip. Reversely, if the image is
taken at noon outside on a sunny day, the exposure time should be relatively short due to
the large amount of light.
Figure 7.1(a) shows an image of an indoor scene taken with a relatively long exposure time.
Details are visible in the left part of the image, but the right part of the image showing
the glass facade is clearly overexposed, and all pixels are either fully or nearly saturated.
Figure 7.1(b) shows a picture of the same scene, taken in immediate succession. However,
the exposure time has been shortened to avoid saturation of pixels showing the sky. Now
the details are discernable in the outdoor part of the picture, but the indoor part of the
scene is not at all visible because it is too dark.
The above described phenomenon is due to the fact that cameras can only record radiance
within a low dynamic range in one image. Natural radiance is linear, and has a large
dynamic range from the small amount of light in shadowy areas to the immense amount
of light coming from the sky or the sun. The human visual system can adapt to such large
dynamic ranges as the order of 1010 [GW02]. However it can only adapt to a smaller range
of it at the time and requires some time for adaptation. This can e.g. be experienced when
1See Appendix C for a description of radiometry and light in general.
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(a) Long exposure time. (b) Short exposure time.
Figure 7.1: Two images taken in immediate succession. Long exposure time enables
details in dark areas while bright areas are saturated. Short exposure time enables
inspection of details in bright regions, but darker regions are not visible.
walking from the indoors to the outdoors on a sunny day. Furthermore, experiments have
shown that the perceived intensity of the human visual system is a logarithmic function of
the radiance incident on the eye [GW02]. As a result of this, image encoding techniques
apply gamma compression to account for this and to optimize perceptual performance.
Monitors then apply gamma expansion to obtain a linear form of the image signal for
presentation.
7.2 Constructing High Dynamic Range Images
To alleviate the restraint in dynamic range of normal LDR images, HDR imaging was
invented. A method for combining multiple exposures of a scene into a single HDR image
is presented in [DM97], where a response curve for a speciﬁc imaging process is found and
used for recovering relative radiances from a number of images. [DM97] is the main source
for the following sections.
7.2.1 Recovering the Response Curve for an Imaging Process
The method exploits the reciprocity of both photochemical and electronic imaging systems.
For a pixel in an image, the exposure (not to be confused with exposure time) is deﬁned
as X = E · ∆t (radiance times exposure time). In the following, radiance is the amount
of light that enters a camera into a certain pixel, i.e. the light that can enter through the
pyramidal volume that the pixel corners form with the camera center.
The above is valid under the assumption that only the product E · ∆t is important for
the result (i.e. halving E and doubling ∆t would not change the resulting X). The end
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result of an imaging process, be it digital where the camera maps radiance values to image
values or photochemical with development of ﬁlms and producing images from negatives
or scanning of them, is a digital number, Z. This Z value is a found through a non-linear
mapping of the original pixel exposure X, a function Z = f(X).
By assuming that f(X) is smooth and monotonically increasing, its inverse, X = f−1(Z)
can be found. f−1() is the response curve. When being able to calculate X from an image
value, the radiance can be found as E = X∆t , when the exposure time is known. To ﬁnd
the radiances, Ei, and the function f−1(), a set of functions are derived as:
f−1(Zij) = Xij
= Ei ·∆tj
⇒ ln(f−1(Zij)) = ln(Ei) + ln(∆tj) (7.1)
where i ranges over pixels and j ranges over exposure times (photographs). The Zij and
∆t values are known. This set of equations can then be used to minimize a quadratic
function using straightforward linear least squares. ln(f−1(Z)) is then recovered as a ﬁnite
number of values that it can attain by use of a representative number of pixel locations in
the images and a number of photographs that cover the dynamic range of the scene.
The response curve is found for an entire image process. A recovered response curve
thus describes how one particular digital camera converts radiances to image values. In
principle, two images with suﬃciently many diﬀerent radiance values and similar enough
exposure times for their contribution to the response function to overlap can be used to
obtain a response curve for an imaging process. However, increasing the amount of images
with diﬀering exposure times obviously improves performance wrt. noise sensitivity.
7.2.2 Converting to Relative Radiance Values
When the response curve for the employed imaging process is recovered, pixel values in
images with known exposure time can be converted to relative radiance values. To get
the best result, all available exposures for a pixel are used to compute its radiance, where
a weighting function, w(Zij), tones down the inﬂuence of pixels close to being over- or
underexposed. Thus, the radiance can be obtained by rearraging Equation 7.1, summing
over all exposures and applying the weighting function:
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where i again ranges over pixels, and P is the number of exposures. Combining multiple
exposures when ﬁnding the relative radiance in a pixel reduces noise in recovered radiance
values.
The number of images needed to recover the relative radiance value of a pixel depends on
the dynamic range of the scene. To ensure that all parts of the scene are photographed






images are needed. R is the range in which it is desired to recover radiances
accurately, and F is the dynamic range that the camera can represent within its working
range. This means, that relative radiance values for a scene can be retrieved with one
image, as long as the dynamic range of the scene is representable within the working range
of the camera used to record it.
To obtain the absolute radiance values, a calibration light source of known radiance can be
photographed and used to scale the HDR image radiance values. The above paragraphs
also implicitly treated images as single channel images, but the process is repeatable for
multiple channels to obtain three independent relative radiance maps for an RGB image.
It should be noted that global illumination solutions also produce radiance values. There-
fore a need for handling radiance values instead of RGB-values does not only arise when
wanting to sample the real world correctly, but also when simulating it using a global
illumination solution. Thus, the following description of how HDR images are viewed is
applicable both to real world and synthethic HDR images.
7.3 Viewing High Dynamic Range Images
It is expected that future image recording and viewing equipment will be able to show
and handle high dynamic range scenes directly [SAG+05] and all image radiance values
are handled as ﬂoating point values. However, at the current time typically only 8 bits
are used per color channel in digital images. Furthermore, there is also some importance
in the monitor the images are viewed on. Even though many of the newest, high-end
LCD or plasma screens might have contrast ratios of up to 6000:1, they still only have
8 bits per color channels to display colors within this range. Both these facts limit the
available dynamic range for presenting images. Thus, the need for tone mapping operators
is evident. A tone mapping operator, transforms the radiance values stored in an HDR
image, allowing for it to be viewed on an LDR screen.
7.3.1 Tone Mapping Operators
The overall task of tone mapping operators is to map the radiance values of an HDR
image into brightness values in an image for presentation on normal computer screens.
Tone mapping operators can be classiﬁed in three ways: whether they are local or global,
whether they work in the spatial or frequency domain and according to which real world
phenomenon they seek to preserve in the output image. For brevity, only the diﬀerence
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that lies within an operator being local and global is touched upon in the following. An
extensive walkthrough and description of diﬀerent operators is given in [RWPD06].
Local operators work on some neighborhood of the current pixel in question, which then
forms a unique operator for that pixel. Local operators thus treat bright pixels in dark
neighborhoods diﬀerently from bright pixels in bright neighborhoods. The same is valid
for dark pixels in dark and bright neighbordhoods. Due to the fact that a unique operator
must be calculated on a per-pixel basis, local operators are typically not well-suited for
real time rendering.
An example of a locally tone mapped HDR image composed with Photomatix is shown in
Figure 7.2. The left part of the ﬁgure shows the original images used to make the HDR
image and their respective exposure times. The resulting HDR image is tone mapped
with the built-in local tone mapping functionality of Photomatix to present an image with
details in both dark and bright regions simultaneously.
The diﬀerence between local and global operators is which neighborhood in the image they
take into consideration. Global operators can take the entire image into consideration and
apply the exact same operator to each pixel to e.g. preserve the perceived brightness or
contrast in the image. They can also be a simple as applying e.g. the same sigmoid or
logarithmic function to each pixel, which provides for quick tone mapping suitable for real
time rendering.
Figure 7.2: An example of a tone mapped HDR image. The ﬁve images used to construct
the HDR image are shown to the left with their respective exposure time stated
above. The HDR image is constructed using Photomatix, and a local tone mapping
operator is applied to produce a visually pleasing image with details in both bright
and dark areas simultaneously. Images from [Sto].
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Figure 7.3: A simple tone mapping function, y = 1− exp(−γ · x).
7.3.2 The Exposure Function
A simple global tone mapping operator working on individual pixels is presented in [Eli07].
It is based on the idea of chemicals in light sensitive ﬁlm breaking down when exposed to
light. The reverse of the rate at which chemicals break down as a function of light, gives
a description of brightness as a function of incoming light, i.e. incoming radiance. The
amount of incoming light in a camera can be controlled with either the exposure time or
the width of the aperture. This tone mapping operator produces a brightness on the basis
on a user-controlled γ values that indicate the exposure time. Figure 7.3 shows this tone
mapping operator for diﬀerent values of γ. The function is y = 1− exp(−γ ·x). The larger
the γ value, the brighter the output image. The asymptote at 1 ensures no overﬂow in
output images.
Using this simple tone mapping operator, the user is not enforced to apply some overall
preservation technique but can ﬁnely tune the γ parameter to show details in any desired
region of the image.
7.4 Summary
It has been established that, if the true radiances of real world surfaces are to be sampled
correctly, it is necessary to take multiple pictures from the same sample direction with
diﬀerent exposure times and assemble them into an HDR image. As these HDR images
can not be shown in full on a normal computer screen, the simple user controlled Exposure
Function global tone mapping operator is employed in this work. The user can investigate
any chosen part of the dynamic range of the reconstructed surface by adjusting γ. The
chosen tone mapping procedure resembles the way that the human vision adjusts itself to
be able to view details in either dark or bright ranges.
8Sampling over a Hemisphere
This chapter presents the concept of sampling a surface. Diﬀerent schemes for
covering the hemisphere over the surface are presented and discussed. They act as
inspiration to the following parts. Diﬀerences between sampling real world surfaces
and synthetic surfaces is also brieﬂy touched upon.
Generally, when deciding how to sample a signal, the sampling frequency is determined
on the basis of the frequency of the signal. The Nyquist sampling theorem states that the
sampling rate must be larger than two times the highest frequency of the signal, to uniquely
determine a signal by its samples and avoid aliasing [OS89]. Carrying this over to sampling
the radiance distribution from a point, which is deﬁned over the entire hemisphere, the
signal frequency is the frequency with which the radiance from the point changes over
the hemisphere. Radiance can vary due to surface properties as well as the amount and
placement of light sources.
In related work, the amount of samples on the hemisphere ranges from relatively few
in the VDTM work [DBY98] over 205 for isotropic and 410 for anisotropic surfaces in
the work regarding BTFs [DvGNK97] to more than 500 in [SHR+99], where BRDFs are
reconstructed through images of the surface.
The following sections present examples of diﬀerent overall schemes for sampling a surface
from points on the hemisphere over it. The chapter is ended with a discussion of how these
are applicable when sampling real world data.
8.1 Sampling Schemes
The frequency of the radiant exitance from a point on a real world surface is hard to
determine precisely without sampling it very densely, as many factors have inﬂuence on it.
Therefore, the sampling is prone to becoming a case of trial-and-error, where an initiating
guess forms the basis for the sampling rate. The most prevalent concern is typically to cover
the entire hemisphere. If the results are unacceptable, the sampling can be augmented with
more samples, until acceptable results are achieved. The following describes three diﬀerent
overall schemes for sampling.
8.1.1 Spiral sampling
The concept of sampling the hemisphere in a spiral is exempliﬁed in Figure 8.1. The basic
idea of this non-uniform sampling scheme is, that an overall number of desired samples, N ,
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is indicated along with how many times the hemisphere should be circled, R. The zenith
has values within the range [pi; 0] with piN decrements and the azimuth attains values in
the range [0; 2pi · R[ with increments of 2pi·RN . Problems with unnecessary oversampling in
the direction of the surface normal at the point can occur because of the small distance
between sampling points. This can be seen in the middle of Figure 8.1(a). The issue can
be alleviated by letting the zenith go from pi to 0 with non-equal decrements.
x
y
(a) Spiral sampling, xy-view.
x
z
(b) Spiral sampling, xz-view.
Figure 8.1: An example of sampling the hemisphere by moving around and upwards,
resulting in a spiral.
8.1.2 Icosahedron sampling
Another approach to sampling the hemisphere is by taking a starting point in the structure
of a regular icosahedron. A regular icosahedron has 20 faces and 12 vertices, which are
equilateral triangles. Each vertex then constitutes a sampling point. For higher sampling
frequency, the edges of the icosahedron can be divided into two by making a new vertex
at the edge midpoint and projecting this onto the unit sphere, a task known as mesh
reﬁnement. This sampling scheme is uniform with relation to distance between neighboring
sampling points, and thus with relation to how large an area of the hemisphere they
each cover. Figure 8.2 shows an example of sampling points scattered by the icosahedron
principle, with a total of 73 sampling points.
8.1.3 Latitude-longitude sampling
Latitude and longitude are normally used to indicate position on the earth. Latitude
indicates the vertical position and longitude indicates horizontal position. This is the idea
that inspired to the latitude-longitude sampling scheme exempliﬁed in Figure 8.3. Here,
a number of desired zenith values are predeﬁned, as well as how many samples to take
around the circle for each zenith value. In the ﬁgure, the zenith varied from [pi7 ; 6pi7 ] with pi7
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(a) Icosahedron sampling, xy-view.
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(b) Icosahedron sampling, xz-view.
Figure 8.2: Sampling a hemisphere on the basis of an icosahedron, dividing the hemi-
sphere into equal areas. The sampling points are the equidistant vertices of the
icosahedron mesh.
increments. The number of azimuth values is 32 for the two lower bands, 16 for the middle
bands and 8 for the two upper bands. A single, extra sampling point in the surface normal
direction is added, resulting in 113 samples. These values can of course be changed, to ﬁt
the desired amount of samples, but it should be kept in mind to sample more in the lower
bands, where the circumference is larger. This could be accommodated by controlling the
amount of azimuthal samples with a sine function of the zenith.
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y
(a) Latitude-longitude sampling, xy-view.
x
z
(b) Latitude-longitude sampling, xz-view.
Figure 8.3: Sampling of a hemisphere at ﬁxed zenith values, with azimuth values in the
range [0; 2pi[.
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8.2 Sampling Real World Surfaces
All of the above described sampling schemes are addressed at sampling synthetic data.
This has one simple reason; it is very hard to precisely place the camera at a certain
sampling point and with a certain direction. Therefore, it seems reasonable to strive to
follow a sampling schemes as good as possible, and take into consideration that the desired
sampling placement and direction is not fully achievable. Therefore, there is a need for
means for calculating the actual camera position and the direction to each of the sampling
points on the surface. This is addressed in the following chapter.
In all of the above sample schemes, it is assumed that the camera is always the exact same
distance from the center of the sampled surface. This is however not a requirement. As
accounted for in [SAG+05], radiance does not vary along a line in space, and thus, surface
radiance does not change as a function of distance between camera and surface. This is
because the area of the surface covered by some solid angle is proportional to squared
distance and light reaching the camera is inversely proportional to the same area, which
cancels out distance as a factor in the ﬁnal result.
The icosahedron sampling scheme is the only uniform one of the above. Uniform sampling
ensures that all view directions are given equal importance. Another uniform sampling
scheme, employed in [Gre03], is stratiﬁed sampling. In this approach, unbiased random
samples are obtained by dividing a [0..1, 0..1] space into N by N sample cells and randomly
sample from a direction within each of these cells. These sample points are then converted
to (θ, φ) angle space.
The other two sampling schemes are non-uniform over the hemisphere and this might
be disadvantageous, due to the uneven areas covered by the samples. This, however,
does not mean that a sampling scheme should always be followed. In some cases there
might be directions that require more attention than others, e.g. highlights, and deliberate
non-uniform sampling can be a valid approach. Thus, when photographing a real world
surface it might be a suﬃcient approach to sample from random, but still well-considered,
directions.
8.3 Summary
A number of diﬀerent sampling schemes has been investigated and the problem of sampling
real world surface is discussed. However, no test of their feasibility has been performed,
as this is better evaluated in retrospect when a model has been ﬁtted to the data sampled
with any of the schemes. It is evident, that it is not possible to precisely place a camera
in the positions that a sampling scheme dictates. Therefore it is decided to follow a
suitable sampling scheme, place the camera as close to the desired position as possible and
investigate means for calculating the actual position of a camera.
9Constructing an Observation Map
In this chapter, it is described how the position of each of the sampling points on
the surface are found, as well as how the camera position relative to the surface is
found. It is also described how the direction from each of the sample points to the
camera position for each image is found, before the contents of the observation
map are accounted for.
9.1 Sampling Resolution
As mentioned in the end of the previous chapter, there is a need for determining the camera
position relative to the surface and the direction from all sample points on the surface to
the camera. This also implies actually calculating the location of each of the sample points.
At ﬁrst, the number of sample points on the surface must be determined. This decision is
based on the frequency the texture of the surface exhibits. The more the color or reﬂection
properties of the surface changes, the higher a resolution is needed. If text is present on
the surface, it typically requires a high resolution whereas the surface of a table might not
vary that much and could suﬃce with a low resolution. The resolution with which the
surface is sampled is directly transferred to the resolution of the observation map, as each
texel herein contains the sampled information for one point on the surface. Obviously, the
resolution should ﬁt the size and form of the patch of the surface. Figure 9.1 shows an
example of using diﬀerent sampling resolutions.
(a) Resolution = 16x16. (b) Resolution = 32x32.
Figure 9.1: Two diﬀerent sampling resolutions. They are both set much to low, but
serves illustrative purposes. To be able to reconstruct the text and detailed ﬁgures
on the surface, a much higher sampling resolution is obviously needed.
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9.2 Deriving Radiance from Surface Sample Points
When determining a unique radiance value in a direction for each sample point on the
surface, it is necessary to be able to transform the points into a position in the image
plane. This is possible when the intrinsic and extrinsic camera parameters are known. In
this thesis, these are estimated using the camera calibration1 toolbox by [Bou07].
The methods in the toolbox rely on rectangle corners to estimate the camera parameters.
Normally a checkerboard-pattern is used to provide a large number of corners. However,
there are generally no corners on the sampled surface. Therefore, the corners of the surface
itself are used to estimate the extrinsic camera parameters for each view. As the corners
of the surface are to be used in the calibration process, two restrictions are imposed on the
possible surfaces that can be sampled. It must be rectangular and the corners of it must
be visible in all views. A standard checkerboard calibration object is still used to initially
estimate the intrinsic parameters.
As the real world size of the surface patch is known, the resolution has been predetermined
and the real world coordinate system can be deﬁned as desired, it is possible to readily map
between position in observation map and position on the surface. Figure 9.2 exempliﬁes
this. In this example the observation map consists of four texels as S = T = 2. The size
of the surface is A4 (width = 297mm, height = 210mm).
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pt = [s,t]  pw = [x,y,z]
Figure 9.2: The mapping between observation map position and real world position is
readily possible with known surface size, real world position and observation map
resolution.
A zero-indexed texel position in this case pt = [s, t] can be converted to real world coor-












2 · T and z = 0
This produces, for the arrows in Figure 9.2, the following mappings:
[0, 0]→ [74.25, 52.5, 0.0] and [1, 1]→ [222.75, 157.5, 0.0]
1See Appendix F for a general description of camera calibration.
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The mapping between camera and world coordinates is given by the extrinsic camera
parameters. The extrinsic parameters are calculated on a per-image basis and consists of
a rotation matrix and translation vector. The following equation calculates the camera
coordinates from a point in world coordinates:
pc = R · pw + t (9.1)
The right part of Figure 9.3 shows a point on the surface (in both world and camera









Figure 9.3: Mapping from real world coordinate system position over camera coordinate
system position to undistorted image coordinates is possible using the tools in the
camera calibration toolbox from [Bou07].
Figure 9.3 shows that the undistorted image coordinate, pu(x, y), is found directly by
projective tranformation. To obtain the actual point in the image, it is necessary to
compensate for lens distortion, which is modeled by the intrinsic camera parameters. These
parameters comprise focal length, radial and tangential distortion, physical dimensions of
pixels and the principal point coordinates.
The radiance for the given sample point, can then be found by bilinear interpolation in
the recorded image at the resulting distorted image point, pd(x, y).
9.3 Deriving Camera Direction at Sample Points
The direction from a sample point to the camera can be found as a vector between the
two positions in the 3D world coordinate space. The world coordinates for the sample
point are found at an early stage in the procedure described in the previous section. The
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world coordinates for the camera are found by use of the extrinsic camera parameters. The
camera position in its own coordinate system is by deﬁnition pc,cam = [0, 0, 0], this can be
inserted into Equation 9.1 which is rearranged to:
pw,cam = RT · (pc,cam − t) = RT · −t
With this information calculated for each sample point from each view direction, it is now
possible to put the information into an observation map according to the form speciﬁed in
Chapter 5.
9.4 Exploring the Content of an Observation Map
As explained, the content of the observation map is a texel containing all recorded radiances
and their corresponding direction for each sample point on the surface.
Figure 9.4 shows plots of the data contained within a texel of an observation map for a
surface sampled using the diﬀerent sampling schemes. In all plots, a mesh grid is overlaid
the vertices. Each vertex constitutes a unique sample direction, and its length from the
origin indicates intensity. The color of a vertex is determined by the perceived color of
sample point from the given direction. The sample point is located in the origin. The top
row shows the mesh seen from above and the bottom row shows the mesh from the side.
All schemes detect the highlight that is present, however the form of it varies from scheme
to scheme. In the ﬁgures, the number of sample directions for a scheme corresponds to
the number mentioned in the previous chapter. If a higher number of sample directions
were used, a more smooth representation of the highlight would naturally be present. It is
a deliberate choice to show an example with a clear highlight, because there would be no
diﬀerence in use of sampling scheme for a predominantly diﬀuse radiance characteristic.
The observation map contains much information, and it is informative to look at what
kind of sizes such maps actually attain. The direction and corresponding RGB-values are
saved for each view direction per texel. This is two ﬂoats for direction and three ﬂoats for
color. This is saved for all view directions, N , and for all texels in the map, S ·T . In total,
this becomes S · T ·N · 5 ﬂoats.
Table 9.1 lists a number of sizes of observation maps and their corresponding size in
megabytes. The ﬁrst row lists the width and height of the map, and the following rows list
amount of megabytes needed to store the map with N = 100 and 300. It is evident that
for sizes of 512x512 and above, the storage requirements are much too high for real time
applications. This resolution might even be less than what is necessary for high frequent
surfaces containing e.g. text. These storage requirements resemble those that would be
needed if image interpolation were used, with no compression. The model representation
ﬁtted to the data should lie very much below these storage requirements.
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(a) Spiral, xy-view. (b) Icosahedron, xy-view. (c) Latitude-longitude, xy-view.
(d) Spiral, xz-view. (e) Icosahedron, xz-view. (f) Latitude-longitude, xz-view.
Figure 9.4: Visualization of one texel in the observation maps obtained with the described
sampling schemes.
SxT 32x32 64x64 128x128 256x256 512x512 1024x1024
N=100 1.95 7.81 31.25 125 500 2000
N=300 5.86 23.44 93.75 375 1500 6000
Table 9.1: The sizes in megabytes of diﬀerently sized observation maps, with diﬀering
amount of view directions. It is clear that storage consumption rapidly gets very
high.
9.5 Summary
In this chapter, it was decided to place the camera as close as possible to the desired
position and employ camera calibration techniques to determine the actual position of a
camera. The camera calibration technique has been accounted for in this chapter. It also
provided means for calculating positions of all sample points on the surface in the images,
as well as a unique direction to the camera for each point. This is done with the imposed
delimitation that the surface must be rectangular and entirely visible in all images. The
contents of the observation map has also been accounted for, and example ﬁgures provide




This part accounts for how the radiance values for each texel in the observation map can
be represented by a parametric model.
First, it is analyzed which models can be used to represent the radiance distributions
from a sample point. Inspirations are sought from empirical shading models used in com-
puter graphics, but more general models are also investigated. It is chosen to use both a
Phong reﬂection inspired model and spherical harmonics (SH) to represent the radiance
distribution for a texel in the observation map.
For the Phong model, it is described how this can be modiﬁed to model the captured
radiance distribution, instead of material properties. The parameters for the model are
estimated using a non-linear optimization technique.
The theory behind SH is presented and it is described how the SH parameters can be
found by projecting the measured radiance distribution onto the SH basis functions. Two
diﬀerent approaches for handling the fact that surface points are only sampled from the
hemisphere is presented and tested.
Lastly, the Phong and SH models are compared in diﬀerent scenarios. It is investigated
when to use which model. Also, diﬀerent sampling strategies are tested to investigate the
number of images needed to estimate the model parameters accurately.

10Models for Point Radiances
This chapter analyzes diﬀerent models for the captured radiance distribution from
a sample point. First, empirical models are considered. These are well known
in computer graphics. Next, some more general models are examined which can
represent arbitrary radiance distributions.
In the design chapter, it was decided that a model should be ﬁtted to the captured radiance
distribution. An example of the radiance distribution for a sample point is plotted in Figure
10.1.
The radiance distribution from a single point can vary a lot. In the ﬁgure, it is apparent
that the surface is lit by a single light source because of the strong reﬂected radiance in
one particular direction. The complexity of the radiance distribution dependents on the
complexity of light in the environment and the properties of the surface material.
The requirement for a model for the radiance distribution is that it should be able to
represent the radiance distribution compactly, i.e. by use of few parameters. Given a
view direction and the model parameters, the radiance in the view direction must be
reconstructed eﬃciently, since it has to be done in real time.
Figure 10.1: Radiance distribution of a sample point
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In the following two sections, two diﬀerent classes of possible models are presented. First,
some well known empirical models for material properties in computer graphics are ana-
lyzed. Even though it is not wanted to estimate the material properties but rather the
reﬂected radiances, these models can with some assumptions about the lighting environ-
ment be modiﬁed to model a radiance distribution instead of material properties. Next,
some more general methods are presented. These are in theory able to model the reﬂected
radiances in more arbitrary lighting environments.
10.1 Empirical Models
Many diﬀerent shading models are used in computer graphics for modeling diﬀerent ma-
terials. These models represent the BRDF of the material. The BRDF is essentially a 4D
function which estimates the reﬂected radiance from a point in a given direction (usually
towards the eye) given an incident light1. The complexity of the models vary greatly rang-
ing from relative simple models giving acceptable results to more advance and physically
correct models.
The radiance distribution from a sample point only depends on the view direction and not
on the direction to the light source. In order to use the BRDF models to ﬁt the radiance
distribution instead of the material properties, it must be reduced to a 2D function. This
can be done by making assumptions about the lighting environment.
One example of work where shading models are ﬁtted to measured data is [SHR+99].
They attempt to iteratively ﬁt simple shading models to the appearance of real-world
surfaces using a series of photographs of that surface. The shading models employed are
the Phong [Pho75], the Blinn-Phong [BN76] and the generalized cosine lobe [LFTG97]
models and the sampling is performed under assumptions of known geometry, light source
information, calibration grid and a homogenous reﬂection functions. Another example is
[LKG+01], which also seeks to ﬁt measured surface data to the Lafortune model.
One of the most often used and well known shading models is the Phong reﬂection model.
Phong proposed to model the intensity of the specular highlight from a point light source
as the cosine of the angle between the view direction and the mirror reﬂection direction
raised to the power of a shininess coeﬃcient. An inﬁnite shininess corresponds to a mirror,
where the highlight is only seen from one single view direction, because the Phong model
assumes point light sources. The complete shading model is a combination of the specular,
diﬀuse and ambient term.
A modiﬁcation to the Phong reﬂection model is the Blinn-Phong reﬂection model. This
shading model is the one used in the ﬁxed pipeline of modern graphics cards. Basically,
it is a fast approximation to the Phong specular term. Instead of having to compute the
mirror reﬂection direction, the half way vector between the view and lighting direction are
used. The specular term is when estimated as the cosine of the angle between the half
1See Appendix D for information about the BRDF.






Figure 10.2: A comparison between two environment maps modeled using both spherical
harmonics and spherical wavelets. Figure from [NRH03].
vector and the surface normal raised to the power of the shininess.
Other, more advanced models exist which try to model diﬀerent phenomena and diﬀerent
material types. These have more parameters which
10.2 General Models
In order to circumvent the need for a known lighting environment, a more general repre-
sentation is needed. Using a general approach, a much more arbitrary environment can be
used. This might include e.g. an unknown number of light sources and area light sources.
An example of work seeking to ﬁt the BRDF of complex surfaces to more general repre-
sentations is [WAT92]. They use the SH basis to represented the BRDF of highly complex
surfaces. The SH is a complete set of smooth basis functions deﬁned over the sphere.
Another interesting work is performed by [NRH03], in which the lighting environment map
and precomputed transfer functions are represented by a spherical wavelet basis. Using
the wavelet basis more high-frequent details can be preserved. This is illustrated in Figure
10.2, where two diﬀerent environment maps are represented by both a spherical harmonic
and wavelet basis using 100 parameters. The disadvantage of the wavelet representation
is that the representation is not as smooth as the spherical harmonics basis.
10.3 Summary
The above sections present two diﬀerent overall approaches for representing the radiance
distribution from a sampled point with a parametric model. The empirical models are
compact, but require some knowledge about the number of light sources in the scene.
Furthermore, the lights need to be approximately point light sources. Reversely, more
general methods such as spherical harmonics and wavelets require no a priori knowledge,
but require more parameters.
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In this thesis, it is sought to represent the radiance from points on a surface in a very
general lighting environment. Therefore it is natural to choose a general model. In the
recent years in computer graphics, the SH basis has received a lot of attention and is well
studied. Due to this, this thesis uses the SH basis functions as a representation for the
radiance distribution.
However, also the possibility of representing the radiance distribution using a simple shad-
ing model is explored due to its compactness. The Phong reﬂection model is chosen for
this purpose, because its parameters are quite intuitive and understandable.
The following two chapters each present one of the two chosen models. They present the
theory behind the models, how the parameters for each of them can be estimated and the
test of them. Finally, a chapter compares the two models in diﬀerent scenarios.
11Phong Model
This chapter presents the Phong reﬂection model. It is analyzed which parameters
must be estimated to use the Phong reﬂection model to represent the captured
radiances from a sample point. It is described how the parameters can be found
using a non-linear least squares method. Finally, it is shown how the radiance
distribution can be reconstructed from the parameters before results are shown.
The theory behind the Phong reﬂection model is mainly based on [Ang06].
11.1 Phong Reﬂection Model
In computer graphics, one of the most used shading models is the Phong reﬂection model.
The Phong reﬂection model is usually comprised of three terms; ambient, diﬀuse and
specular reﬂection light. The contributions from the three terms to the complete model
are illustrated in Figure 11.1 and explained in the following sections. It the following, all









Figure 11.1: The total illumination is the sum of the ambient, diﬀuse and specular term.
11.1.1 Ambient
The ambient term in the reﬂection model is used to approximate the global illumination
caused by inter-reﬂection of light between objects in the scene. The ambient term is
constant and is given by:
Iambient = La ka
In the equation, La is the global ambient light and ka is the ambient color coeﬃcient of
the material. The ambient term is independent of the view direction and surface normal.
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11.1.2 Diﬀuse
The diﬀuse term estimates the light which hits the surface and scatters in all directions. It
is modeled as a Lambertian surface where light is scattered equally in all directions. The
intensity is dependent on the angle between the surface normal and the incoming light.
This is illustrated in Figure 11.2, where n is the normal vector to the surface and l is the
vector pointing toward the light source. The more parallel the light vector is to the surface






Figure 11.2: The diﬀuse term of the Phong reﬂection model.
The diﬀuse term is modeled using Lambert's law:
Idiﬀuse = Li kd cos(ϕ) = Li kd (n • l)
In the equation, Li is the incident light, kd is the diﬀuse color coeﬃcient of the material and
θ is the angle between n and l. As with the ambient term, the diﬀuse term is independent
of the view direction.
11.1.3 Specular
The specular term models the light that is reﬂected more in certain directions. On glossy
surfaces, a highlight can be observed when looking at it from certain angles. The intensity
of a highlight is dependent on where the surface is seen from. This is illustrated in Figure









Figure 11.3: The specular term of the Phong reﬂection model.
The intensity of the highlight is dependent on the angle between the v and r. A strong
highlight is seen when this angle is zero. The highlight decreases as the angle increases.
The relation between view direction and the perceived intensity of highlight is given by:
Ispecular = Li ks cosm(θ) = Li ks (v • r)m
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In the equation, Li is the incident light form the source, ks is the specular color coeﬃcient
of the material, ϕ is the angle between v and r, and m is the shininess of the material.
When m is inﬁnite, the surface is a perfect mirror, where light is only reﬂected in one
direction.
11.1.4 Complete Model
The complete Phong illumination model is the sum of the ambient, diﬀuse and specular
term. When many lights are present in the scene, the diﬀuse and specular term are
evaluated for each light source. The complete model is therefore given by for each color
channel:
Icomplete = Iambient + Idiﬀuse + Ispecular
= La ka +
M∑
j=1
Lij (kd (n • lj) + ks (v • rj)m) (11.1)
11.1.5 Modiﬁed Phong Model
When using the Phong reﬂection model in a computer graphics application, the coeﬃcients
ka, kd, ks and m is set for the material and Li is set for each of the light sources. The light
and view vectors are calculated from the light and viewer positions and the position of the
fragment being shaded. If the model is to be used for modeling the radiance distribution
from a sample point, the only known parameter is the view direction. The rest of the
parameters must be estimated from the measured data. This poses a problem, since the
model is able to use an arbitrary number of light sources. It must somehow be decided how
many light sources to include in the model. This naturally dependends on the measured
data. One approach is to manually set using knowledge about the lighting environment.
Contrarily, a more adaptive approach can be taken where models using diﬀerent numbers
of lights are ﬁtted to data to obtain the best ﬁt. In this thesis, the number of lights is a
priori known, and a more automatic and adaptive approach is not investigated.
Not all the unknown parameters in Equation 11.1 need to be estimated individually. Many
of these can be collapsed into one single term, since the radiance distribution is only
dependent on view direction. Therefore, Equation 11.1 can be rearranged into parts which
are dependent and independent of the view direction for each color channel, as:
I = ia ka +
M∑
j=1
Lij kd (n · lj) +
M∑
j=1




Ksj (v · rj)m
(11.2)
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Each of the underlined parts can be represented with a single term. Kd is completely inde-
pendent of the view direction and can therefore be estimated as three parameters - one for
each color channel. For each light source, two sets of parameters must be estimated: the
product between incident light and specular term, Ks, and the mirror reﬂection direction,
r. Ks is one parameter per color channel. The mirror reﬂection direction is three para-
meters in cartesian coordinates (they could be stored by only two parameters in spherical
coordinates). Lastly, the m parameter is the same for all light sources since it depends on
the material.
In total, 10 parameters have to be estimated in the model, if only one light source is












)) = 4 + (N · 6)
The sizes of parameter maps of diﬀerent dimensions are listed in Table 11.1. The parameter
maps contains SxT texels. It is very evident that the parameter map takes up signiﬁcantly
less space. For 100 view directions, the parameter map with 10 parameters consumes 50
times less space than the observation map. For 300 view directions, the factor saved is
150. If using 16 parameters (2 light sources), the factors are 30 and 90, respectively.
SxT 32x32 64x64 128x128 256x256 512x512
Observation map (N=100) 1.95 7.81 31.25 125 500
Phong parameter map (10) 0.04 0.16 0.63 2.5 10
Phong parameter map (16) 0.06 0.25 1 4 16
Table 11.1: The sizes in megabytes of an observation map with 100 view directions and
a Phong parameter map with 10 and 16 parameters. It is quite evident that sig-
niﬁcant amounts of space are saved when parameterizing the surface point radiance
distributions using the Phong model.
When the parameters are known, the radiance in a given viewing direction can be recon-
structed using Equation 11.2. In the following section it is described how these parameters
can be found.
11.2 Estimation of Phong Parameters
The problem at hand is to estimate the parameters for the modiﬁed Phong model from
measured radiances from a sample point. This is a non-linear curve ﬁtting problem, where
the parameters, p¯, must be adjusted in such a way that the Phong model is as close as
possible to the measured data. Normally, this is done by minimizing the sum of least









The general approach to solve this problem is to use an iterative optimization method
such as gradient descent or Gauss-Newton. These algorithms take a starting guess for the
parameters and iteratively adjust these until a stop criterium is reached. The parameters
are adjusted by examining the gradient at the point and taking a step in the steepest
direction. The stop criterium can e.g. be a maximum iterations allowed or convergence of
an error measurement, which means that a minimum is found.
Figure 11.4(a) illustrates a simple example, where two model parameters are optimized.
The contours represent where the sum of residuals are equal. In the case of the Phong



















Figure 11.4: A ﬁctive example of non-linear parameter estimation in 2D. The green cross
is the initial guess, and the red cross is the optimal parameters.
The MATLAB lsqcurvfit function is used to estimate the parameters. It is based on
the Reﬂective Newton algorithm [CL96]. It allows for setting constrains on the values that
the parameters can obtain, as illustrated in Figure 11.4(b). Due to the constrains, another
result is obtained compared to Figure 11.4(a). Both Kd and Ks are bounded between [0, 1]
for each color channel, since the measured radiances are normalized to this range. The
mirror reﬂection direction is limited to the upper hemisphere, and m is must be larger
than one. Using these restrictions, a plausible solution is found, even though the global
minimum might lie outside these restrictions.
In order to ensure that the algorithm converges and converges rapidly, a good initial guess
for the parameters is needed. The diﬀuse component is estimated to be the mean of
all the radiance samples. The mirror reﬂection is set to the direction from where the
largest radiance is observed. Based on tests, it seems that the mirror reﬂection is the most
important of the initial parameters to ensure convergence. The initial guess for the specular
and shininess are not based on the observed data. The specular component is just set to
0 for each channel. This guess could be improved by looking at the maximum observed
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and the mean radiance. The shininess is set to 10. Using these estimates the algorithm
converges in approximately 5-10 iterations for synthetically created radiance measures and
10-20 for real data.
The algorithm needs a minimum of four observations to work. Four observations give
12 equations since there are three color channels. At least 10 equations are needed since
10 parameters must be estimated. It is possible to get a model that looks correct using
only four observations, if these are chosen appropriately. Both the diﬀuse and specular part
must be seen. However, to ensure a good model ﬁt of the radiance, many more observations
are needed. The equation system is therefore overdetermined.
The following section tests how well the estimated parameters can model captured radi-
ances.
11.3 Test
The test of how well-suited the Phong model is for modeling the measured radiances from
a sampled point is divided into two parts. First, it is investigated how the model behaves
with point light sources compared to area light sources. Secondly, the eﬀect of assuming
too few light sources in the model is tested.
The basic scene setup used in tests in this and forthcoming chapters looks as depicted in
Figure 11.5. All tests are performed on synthetic data constructed in Autodesk 3ds Max
using this setup. A square surface is created in the xy-plane. The planar surface has a size
of 1000x1000, is centered at [0, 0, 0] and has a normal of [0, 0, 1]. The surface is assigned
diﬀerent Phong materials depending on the test. In most of the tests, a single white point
light source is used. The light source is placed at [1500, 1500, 2000] and has a RGB color
of [1, 1, 1].
Modiﬁcations and additions to this basic setup are explained in the respective tests.
11.3.1 Point Light vs. Area Light
One of the issues with the Phong model is, that it assumes point light sources. This can by
deﬁnition not be guaranteed in real scenes, where light sources all have an area. Therefore,
this test investigates how the Phong model behaves when the surface is lit by a point light
source compared to an area light source.
On the enclosed DVD, more ﬁgures from the test can be found in (}/Test/figures/test1/).











Figure 11.5: The basic setup in the following tests. One light source is placed in
[1500, 1500, 2000]. The surface of size 1000x1000 is centered at [0, 0, 0] and sam-
pled in 16x16 points. The s, t coordinate system of the parameter map is shown as
well as the corner points of it. Besides each of the surface corner points, the expected
form of the ﬁtted Phong model is sketched as seen from above.
Results, Test Case 1: Point Light
The setup is as depicted in Figure 11.5. The color of the surface is [200, 15, 15] in 8-bit
RGB values. The surface is sampled from 289 directions following the icosahedron sampling
scheme. The resulting models are expected to ﬁt the data quite good as the setup ﬁts the
model well.
The results are visualized in Figure 11.6. Figures 11.6(a) and 11.6(d) show the measured
radiances for a sample point seen from the side and from above. Figure 11.6(b) shows the
reconstructed model. Figure 11.6(e) shows the reconstructed model plotted with a more
dense grid to emphasize the smoothness. Figures 11.6(c) and 11.6(f) show the percentage
residuals between measured and reconstructed radiances in all the sample directions.
The colors of the plots are given by the measured radiance, reconstructed radiance or
residual values. This is why the residuals are predominantly cyan, as the mean residual
errors are largest in the G and B color channels. It is clear that errors are more evident in
the reﬂection direction. However, there are some spikes in the diﬀuse part. Still, the worst
case errors are below 5% and the mean of the residuals are only 0.94%, 2.34% and 2.34%
for the RGB color channels.
Figure 11.7 shows the residuals for the position [14, 14] in the parameter map. These are
included to indicate that, the even though residuals are much alike in both points, the
random peaks in Figures 11.6(c) and 11.6(f) are not necessarily the general tendency. The
spikes in the percentage residuals can be due to the very small values in the G and B color
channels. Therefore, relatively small discrepancies in the estimation of parameters in these
color channels can result in large percentage residuals.
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(a) Measured radiances. (b) Reconstructed radiances. (c) Residuals.
(d) Measured radiances. (e) Reconstructed radiances. (f) Residuals.
Figure 11.6: The measured and reconstructed data for position [8, 8] in the parameter
map in test case 1 along with percentage residuals. The mean percentage residuals
are [0.94, 2.34, 2.34].
(a) Residuals (b) Residuals
Figure 11.7: The residuals for position [14, 14] in the parameter map in test case 1. The
mean percentage residuals are [0.89, 2.27, 2.27].
Results, Test Case 2: Area Light
The setup is basically the same as in test case 1, but with the addition of 8 point light
sources placed in the same height around the existing one. This is done to simulate an
area light source. The color of the surface is still [200, 15, 15] in 8-bit RGB values, and the
surface is again sampled from 289 directions following the icosahedron sampling scheme.
The sampled radiances are expected to show a more dampened and wide highlight than
the one in test case 1. This is due to the fact that light does not only travel from one
single direction to the point. It is not expected that the Phong model can ﬁt the measured
radiances as well as well as in test case 1. On the other hand, acceptable results are still
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expected.
The results are given in Figure 11.8. Figures 11.8(a) and 11.8(d) show the measured
radiances seen from the side and from above. Figures 11.8(b) and 11.8(e) show the recon-
structed radiances. The percentage residuals are shown in Figures 11.8(c) and 11.8(f). It
is clear from the residuals that the model does not ﬁt the radiances as well as in test case 1.
The reconstructed radiances deviates from the measured data with approximately 10% at
maximum. It is interesting to notice that the majority of errors lie around the highlight,
indicating that the size of the highlight has been modeled suﬃciently, but at the cost of a
too narrow shape.
(a) Measured radiances. (b) Reconstructed radiances. (c) Residuals.
(d) Measured radiances. (e) Reconstructed radi-
ances.
(f) Residuals.
Figure 11.8: The measured and reconstructed radiances for position [8, 8] in the para-
meter map in test case 2 along with percentage residuals. The mean percentage
residuals are [0.69, 4.30, 4.30].
The model ﬁtting ﬁnds the shininess parameter to be lower than it actually is for the Phong
material of the surface. This is because the light is an area light source, which results in
a more wide highlight. This is the correct behavior, as the radiance distribution and not
the materials are modeled.
Test Conclusion
All in all, the achieved results agrees with the expected results. The Phong model assumes
point light sources, and therefore ﬁts the point radiance distribution better for test case
1, where a point light source is used. However, for small area light sources the radiance
distribution can be modeled suﬃciently close.
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11.3.2 Unexpected Number of Light Sources
Another issue with modeling the surface point radiance distribution using the Phong model
is, that it is necessary to know how many light sources are present in the scene, i.e. that the
model should incorporate. This test investigates how the radiance distribution is ﬁtted with
a one light source Phong model when multiple light sources are present in the scene. The
light sources are placed further and further apart in three test cases. The basic setup is as
in Figure 11.5, where one extra light source with a slightly lower intensity is added. In the
three test cases the second light source is placed at [450, 450, 2000], [−450,−450, 2000] and
[−1500,−1500, 2000]. It is expected that when the two highlights are close, the estimated
Phong model might represent them as one. If they are further apart, it is expected that
only the strongest of the highlights is modeled. This is expected because the initial guess
on the highlight for the curve ﬁtting process is based on the highest measured radiance.
On the enclosed DVD, more ﬁgures from this test can be found in (}/Test/figures/test2/).
An application capable of reconstruction the surface from the test parameter map can be
found in (}/Test/executable/).
Results
The results of all three test cases are summarized in Figure 11.9. The top row shows the
measured radiances from all three test cases. The middle row plots the reconstructed radi-
ances. The bottom row shows the percentage residuals for the ﬁgures in the corresponding
column. In Figure 11.9(a) and 11.9(d), it can be seen that the two highlights are merged.
The modeled highlight is wider than the two in the original data and its direction lies
approximately in the middle of the two.
As the second light source is moved further away from the stationary light source, the
highlights also move further away. This is evident in Figures 11.9(b) and 11.9(c). The
reconstructed radiances are plotted in Figures 11.9(e) and 11.9(f). It is evident that only
the strongest light source is captured in the model. The weak highlight is not modeled at
all, which is also very visible in the percentage residual plots in Figures 11.9(h) and 11.9(i).
Test Conclusion
The Phong model assuming one light source is not able to capture multiple highlights in
the measured radiance distribution. When the highlights are close, they are estimated as
one. When they are further apart, only the strongest highlight is captured. This is that
was expected.
An obviously area for further work is to investigate how correctly a Phong model with
multiple light sources can estimate the data where more highlights are present.
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(a) TC1 Measured radiances. (b) TC2 Measured radiances. (c) TC3 Measured radiances.
(d) TC1 Reconstructed radi-
ances.
(e) TC2 Reconstructed radi-
ances.
(f) TC3 Reconstructed radi-
ances.
(g) TC1 Residuals. (h) TC2 Residu-
als.
(i) TC3 Residuals.
Figure 11.9: The measured and reconstructed radiances for position [8, 8] in the para-
meter map in test case 2 along with percentage residuals. The mean percentage
residuals are [0.00, 9.89, 9.89], [0.00, 20.58, 20.58] and [0.00, 22.07, 22.07].
11.4 Summary
This chapter has described how the radiances from a surface point can be modeled by a
model inspired by the Phong reﬂection model. The model estimates the view-independent
and view-independent parts of the radiance distribution separately. In order to use the
model, the number of light source in the environment must be known. Furthermore, the
light sources must be approximately point lights.
The test shows that when these restrictions are met, the radiances from a sample point
can be accurately and compactly modeled using the Phong model.
12Spherical Harmonics
This chapter introduces the theory behind spherical harmonics. It is described how
the parameters of the model, that ﬁts the radiance distribution the best, are found
by projecting the captured radiances onto the spherical harmonics basis. It is also
presented how the radiance distribution can be reconstructed from the parameters.
The theory is mostly based on [Gre03]. The chapter is ended by showing results
of ﬁtting spherical harmonics to diﬀerent radiance distributions.
12.1 Introduction to Spherical Harmonics
spherical harmonics (SH) are a linear set of basis functions, which can be used to represent
spherical functions in a compact way. They are used in many diﬀerent applications, ranging
from computing atomic electron conﬁguration to representing magnetic ﬁeld of planets.
In computer graphics, SH is a fairly new technique. In [RH01], they use the SH basis for
representing environment maps, which are used to illuminate diﬀuse objects. By using the
SH, they can represent the environment with only 9 coeﬃcients.
A method for rendering global illumination eﬀects in real time is presented in [SKS02].
They use the SH basis functions for storing precomputed radiance transfer functions for
each vertex in a scene. The transfer functions describe how incoming light at a point is
transferred to light leaving the same point. The transfer functions are computed during a
preprocessing step using a ray-tracer. By using the SH basis as a representation of both
the transfer functions and the lighting environment, the integral part of the rendering
equation1 can be solved by the dot product of the SH-coeﬃcients. The method is capable
of rendering global illumination eﬀects such as shadows and interreﬂection in real time for
diﬀuse objects.
In this thesis, the SH basis functions are used to approximate the radiance measurements
of surface points stored as texels in the observation map. After the following deﬁnition of
the SH, it is described how it is used in this thesis.
12.2 Deﬁnition of Spherical Harmonics
The SH are an orthonormal basis. Basis functions can be thought of as small pieces of
signal which can be scaled and combined to approximate a function [Gre03]. A well-known
example of such a type of basis is the Fourier transform which decomposes a usually 1D
1See Appendix E for details on the rendering equation.
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or 2D signal into its frequency components. SH are analogous to the Fourier transform, as
they describe the frequencies of a signal deﬁned over the surface of a sphere.
12.2.1 Associated Legendre Polynomials
At the heart of the SH are the associated Legendre polynomials, which are a set of ortho-
normal basis functions. The associated Legendre polynomials are usually denoted Pml (x)
and are deﬁned over the range [−1, 1]. They are indexed by the two arguments, l and m,
grouping the polynomials into bands. l only attains positive integers and deﬁnes the band
index. m takes integer values in the interval [0, l]. The ﬁrst three bands of the associate
Legendre polynomials are plotted in Figure 12.1 with blue green and red, respectively.























Figure 12.1: The ﬁrst 6 associated Legendre polynomials.
The evaluation of the polynomials are usually done using the recursive deﬁnition in Equa-
tion 12.1. In order to evaluate e.g. P 02 (x), P 00 (x) is ﬁrst calculated using rule 2. From this,
P 01 (x) can be found from rule 3. Finally, P 02 (x) is obtained from rule 1. Generally, the
highest Pmm (x) is found ﬁrst, and rule 3 is used once to obtain Pmm+1(x). Next, rule 1 is
used until Pml (x) is found. For even integers, the double factorial is deﬁned as the product
of all smaller or equal, even integer. For odd integers, it is the product of all smaller or
equal, odd integers.
rule 1: (l −m) Pml = x (2l − 1) Pml−1 − (l +m) Pml−2
rule 2: Pmm = (−1)m (2m− 1)!! (1− x2)m/2
rule 3: Pmm+1 = x (2m+ 1) Pmm
(12.1)
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12.2.2 Spherical Harmonics Basis Functions
The SH basis function yml (θ, φ) is deﬁned in Equation 12.2. The SH are evaluated in
spherical coordinates2.
yml (θ, φ) =

√
2 Kml cos(mθ) P
m
l (cosφ), m < 0
√
2 Kml sin(−mθ) P−ml (cosφ), m < 0
K0l P
0
l (cosφ), m = 0
(12.2)
The l argument still denotes the band index and takes only positive integer values. How-
ever, m now takes integer values in the range [−l, l]. P is the associated Legendre polyno-






(l + |m|)! (12.3)
Often, it is more convenient to index the SH basis functions with i instead of l and m:
yml (θ, φ) = yi(θ, φ), where i = l(l + 1) +m (12.4)





and m = i− (l · (l + 1)) (12.5)
The ﬁrst few bands of SH basis functions are shown in Figure 12.2. Each row represents a
band. The columns are the m argument shown from −l to l. It should be observed, that
higher bands have higher frequency.
Approximating a function f describing the radiance distribution from a sample point by
the SH basis functions is done by projection. The projection process determines how much
f is like each of the basis functions. For each basis function, one coeﬃcient is found. The
projection is done by multiplying f with each basis function and integrating over the full




f(s) yml (s) ds (12.6)
When the coeﬃcients are known, f can be reconstructed as f˜ by summing all the basis












2See Appendix A for details on spherical coordinates.
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Figure 12.2: The ﬁrst 16 spherical harmonic basis functions. Each row represent one
band. Green represent positive values and red represent negative values. Figure
based on [Gre03].
In order to reconstruct the correct function f , an inﬁnite number of coeﬃcients are in
theory needed. This is obviously not feasible, and one must choose how many coeﬃcients
are needed to satisfyingly approximate the function. If the function is low-frequent, a few
coeﬃcients are typically suﬃcient. In Figure 12.3, increasing numbers of coeﬃcients are
used to reconstruct a complex function. In this example, approximately 100 coeﬃcients
are needed for a satisfactory reconstruction.
(a) Original (b) n=16 (c) n=36 (d) n=64 (e) n=100
Figure 12.3: The original function in A is reconstructed using diﬀerent numbers of
parameters.
In order to use the SH to represent the measured radiance distribution from a sampled
point, each of the color channels are estimated separably. The size of the parameter map
naturally varies with the employed number of parameters. Table 12.1 shows the sizes in
megabytes of diﬀerently dimensioned parameter maps. It can be seen that when using 100
parameters pr channel, the SH parameter map takes up 3/5 the space compared to the
observation. The fewer parameters used, the more space is saved in comparison to saving
the entire observation map.
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SxT 32x32 64x64 128x128 256x256 512x512
Observation map (N=100) 1.95 7.81 31.25 125 500
SH parameter map (16x3) 0.19 0.75 3 12 48
SH parameter map (36x3) 0.42 1.69 6.75 27 108
SH parameter map (64x3) 0.75 3 12 48 192
SH parameter map (100x3) 1.17 4.69 18.75 75 300
Table 12.1: The sizes in megabytes of an observation map with 100 view directions and
an SH parameter map with 16, 36, 64 and 100 parameters pr color channel. It is
evident that, the parameter map consumes less space than the observation map,
even for many SH parameters.
12.3 Parameter Estimation Through Projection
In the previous section, it was stated that the SH coeﬃcients can be found by projection.
The projection involves integration over the surface of the unit sphere. Expressed in terms









f(s) yi(s) sinφdφ dθ (12.8)
The question is how this integral can be solved. The following two subsections ﬁrst present
the usual approach and then the one employed in this work.
12.3.1 Monte Carlo Integration
When trying to solve the rendering equation, the integral over a sphere must be solved. A
commonly used method for solving the integral is Monte Carlo Integration. The general
idea in Monte Carlo integration is to create a large number of samples. The integral can









This can be used to estimate the SH coeﬃcients. If the samples are chosen uniformly
with regard to area on the sphere, the probability for each sample is 1/4pi, which is moved







Monte Carlo Integration works well, when it is possible to create a lot of uniform samples.
This is possible in global illumination methods trying to solve the rendering equation.
However, in this work it is not possible to guarantee that a texel in the observation map is
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sampled from directions spread equally on the hemisphere. Samples will often be scattered
and some directions will be sampled more densely than others. Therefore, it is not possible
to use the Monte Carlo integration method.
12.3.2 Numerical Integration
A slightly diﬀerent approach to solving the integral is to use a basic numerical integration
method. The integral of a 1D function can be estimated as a sum of rectangles, as illus-
trated in Figure 12.4. The area of each rectangle is the sample value multiplied with ∆x.
Normally, when using numerical integration, the samples are distributed uniformly. How-
ever, this is not a strict requirement, as it makes sense to sample more densely where the













∆x1 ∆x2 ∆x3 ∆x4 ∆x5
Figure 12.4: Example of numerical integration in 1D using non-uniform samples.
This technique can be extended easily to the integration of function deﬁned over the surface








The coeﬃcients are the sum of all sampled radiances multiplied with the SH basis functions
and the area that the sample direction covers on the unit sphere. To use this method, the
area ∆s must be found for each sample direction. A method for this is presented in the
following.
One way to partition a space is using Voronoi tessellation. Here, the space is divided into
cells, which each contain all points closest to their corresponding sample. In order to use
Voronoi tessellation on a sphere, the samples are projected onto a plane. This is described
in [NLC02], where the samples on a unit sphere centered at [0, 0, 1] are projected onto the
plane z = 2 through a perspective transformation with origo as projection point. This is
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useful when partitioning on the entire sphere. However, since all radiance sample directions
lie on the upper hemisphere, they can be projected onto the xy-plane by just omitting the
z coordinate. In the xy-plane, the Voronoi diagram is constructed as illustrated in Figure
12.5.






Figure 12.5: A voronoi diagram for samples in a latitude-longitude sample grid projected
onto the xy-plane. The red circle is the unit circle which acts as a boundary.
The Voronoi Diagram is constructed by ﬁrst triangulating the samples. Then, for each
resulting triangle its circumscribing circle has its center at the corner of a Voronoi polygon.
The polygons are constrained to the unit circle. The area of a Voronoi polygon, which
corresponds to the area cover by a sample, can be found be splitting the polygon into
simpler triangles and summing their areas. To calculate the area of Voronoi polygon on
the sphere, it is weighted by 1/cos(φ), where phi is the zenith angle of the sample.
Having found the area that a sample covers, it is possible to project the measured radiance
distribution onto the SH basis using numerical integration.
12.3.3 Handling the Unsampled Hemisphere
The SH basis is deﬁned over the entire sphere, but the radiances from a sample point
are only sampled on the northern hemisphere. This naturally produces a problem, and
there are diﬀerent ways to handle this. In the paper about precomputed radiance transfer
by [SKS02], integration is only performed over the northern hemisphere when projecting
the data onto the basis. They call this approach zero hemisphere (ZH). [WAT92] use
a reﬂection method, where the samples on the northern hemisphere are reﬂected onto
the southern hemisphere. It is stated in [SHHS03] that the optimal way to handle the
unsampled hemisphere is by projecting the ZH-coeﬃcients onto a new basis using a least-
square optimal projection (LSOP). [SHHS03] compares both the ZH, reﬂection and the
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LSOP methods, and ﬁnd that LSOP gives the best result.
In the LSOP method, it is sought to minimize the squared error, E, between the actual









The function samples f(s) and the SH basis functions are restricted to the northern hemi-
sphere. Also the integral is over hemisphere and not the sphere. E is diﬀerentiated with
respect to each of the coeﬃcients ck and set to zero to ﬁnd the minimum. Therefore a



























This can be expressed as Ac = b or c = A−1 b, where Aik =
∫
H2 yi(s) yk(s) ds and
bk =
∫
H2 f(s) yk(s) ds. A is a symmetric matrix which can be precomputed using e.g.
Monte Carlo integration with a large number of uniform sample points. The b vector is
the normal projection integrated over the hemisphere.
The test section concluding this chapter, shows experiments where both ZH and LSOP are
used.
12.4 Reconstruction of Model From Parameters
Regardless of how the SH coeﬃcients are obtained, the reconstruction of the hemispherical
function f˜(s) is the same. To recreate the radiance of a surface point in a given direction,
all coeﬃcients are multiplied with their corresponding basis function evaluated in the given





Examples of recreated radiance distributions are shown in the following test section.
12.5 Test
To test the ability of SH to ﬁt a measured radiance distribution from a sampled point, the
following test is performed. As SH are a smooth set of basis functions, they are not able
to model very high frequent data without use of many parameters and without possibly
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introducing some ringing eﬀect. Therefore, this test investigates how well the SH model
can be ﬁtted to a data set using an increasing number of parameters. In this chapter,
two methods for handling the unsampled hemisphere are presented. This test also has the
purpose of comparing these two methods. The test is only performed on synthetic data.
The data is obtained in a similar manner to the test of the Phong model described in
Section 11.3 on page 62.
The purpose of the test is twofold. The two presented methods are compared and the
eﬀect of the number of used parameters are investigated.
12.5.1 Number of Parameters and ZH vs. LSOP
The setup for this test resembles the one in Figure 11.5, but with a few changes. The
stationary light source is made a little more intense, and another more weak light source
is inserted at [−1500,−1500, 2000]. This gives expected measured radiances as shown in
Figure 12.6 with one strong and one weak highlight pointing in opposite directions.
The purpose of this test is to be able to compare the modeling of the sampled radiances
when using a varying number of SH parameters, i.e. including an increasing number of SH
bases in the model. It is expected that the model is ﬁtted better as more parameters are
used. However, some ringing eﬀects are expected when using many parameters, and the
model might begin to incorporate noise in its representation of the sampled data. It is in
general expected that LSOP performs better than ZH, because of the reasons described in
Section 12.3.3.
The test is comprised of six test cases, where the number of parameters are increased as
follows: 16, 25, 49, 64, 81 and 100. Figure 12.6 shows the measured data, seen from above
and the side. It is expected that fewer parameters are needed to model the measured
radiances using LSOP than ZH.
On the enclosed DVD, more ﬁgures from the test can be found in (}/Test/figures/test3/).
An application capable of reconstruction the surface from the test parameter map can be
found in (}/Test/executable/).
Results
Figure 12.7 shows the results of ﬁtting the SH model to the measured radiances with an
increasing number of parameters. The method used for handling the unsampled hemisphere
is ZH. It is quite apparent that the ﬁtting is better as more parameters are used. This
tendency is likewise visible in Figure 12.8, where LSOP is employed.
By inspection of the two image series, it is clear that a relatively high number of parameters
are needed to suﬃciently model the highlights in the measured radiances. With ZH, it is
ﬁrst when using 64 or more parameters that the smaller highlight becomes visible in the
reconstruction. In all but the 100-parameter solution, the large highlight is consistently
too wide and not strong enough. This issue is alleviated when using LSOP. The contour
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(a) Measured radiances. (b) Measured radiances.
Figure 12.6: The measured data used to investigate how well the SH model ﬁts data as
a function of the number of used parameters as well as diﬀerences in ZH- and LSOP
approaches for handling the unsampled hemisphere.
(a) ZH 16. (b) ZH 25. (c) ZH 49.
(d) ZH 64. (e) ZH 81. (f) ZH 100.
Figure 12.7: The reconstruction of the measured point radiance distribution in Figure
12.6 using SH ZH with increasing number of parameters.
of the smaller highlight is already visible with 25 parameters, and the large highlight is
acceptably modeled with only 64 parameters. If looking at the lower row of Figure 12.8, it
could be argued to not use more than 64 parameters, as more parameters seem to introduce
ringing eﬀects.
Even though the results in Figures 12.7 and 12.8 show similar overall tendencies, they do
it with somewhat diﬀering grace. The most apparent diﬀerence between the two series
of images at ﬁrst glance is the disc-like abnormalities that are present in the lower part
of the LSOP-ﬁgures with 49 parameters and above. The reason for the abnormalities
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(a) LSOP 16. (b) LSOP 25. (c) LSOP 49.
(d) LSOP 64. (e) LSOP 81. (f) LSOP 100.
Figure 12.8: The reconstruction of the measured point radiance distribution in Figure
12.6 using SH LSOP with increasing number of parameters..
could be the discontinuity close to the equator. It could also be an eﬀect of incorrectly
estimating the area that those samples cover when performing Voronoi tessellation. This
phenomenon is clear when inspecting the percentage residuals plots for e.g. the 100-
parameter LSOP result. A plot of this is shown in Figure 12.9(a), where residuals are
present with magnitudes up to 40%. The corresponding residual plot for ZH is shown in
Figure 12.9(b), where the residuals are almost as large. This is also clear when revisiting
the plots of the reconstruction of the data. When comparing the very lowest part of Figures
12.6(b), 12.7(e) and 12.8(e) (those with high φ values), it is seen that neither of the two
methods are capable of suﬃciently modeling the measured radiance near the equator. The
measured radiances have values of around 0.4 in this range, while the ZH reconstruction
has values of around 0.25 and the LSOP reconstruction has values of around 0.55.
Another signiﬁcant diﬀerence between the two methods that comes to attention when
viewing the residual plots in Figure 12.9 is that the residuals for directions with φ < 75◦
are lower with LSOP than with ZH. This supports the statement that LSOP generally ﬁts
the measured data better. However, the mean residual values stated in the ﬁgure texts
are actually almost identical. Without the errors around the high φ values, the LSOP
approach would seem to have produced better results in this example.
One issue that is present with both approaches is ringing, which is a normal artifact
when trying to model high frequent discontinuities in data with a combination of smooth
basis functions. This is an eﬀect of the model trying to ﬁt the very high frequent change
that occurs on the border between the northern and southern hemispheres because that
southern hemisphere is unsampled. This could be solved with some kind of smoothing
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(a) Residuals LSOP 100. (b) Residuals ZH 100.
Figure 12.9: The percentage residual plots of the parameter maps with 100 parameters.
The percentage residuals are [11.61, 16.03, 16.03] for LSOP and [7.67, 16.72, 16.72]
for ZH.
function, which again might just tone down the highlights that LSOP is able to enhance.
This idea is not investigated further in this thesis.
Test Conclusion
The expectation that LSOP is a better method than ZH is met. The statement in [SHHS03]
that LSOP is a better method can thus be supported by data compiled in this thesis. This
is mostly due to the fact that LSOP needs fewer parameters to model the highlights.
With few parameters, ZH is unable to model anything useful. Only the diﬀuse part of the
radiance distribution can be modeled. Some artifacts are detected with both methods, but
their signiﬁcance will be clear when using the models to reconstruct a sampled surface.
12.6 Summary
This chapter has presented how the radiance distribution for a texel in the observation map
can be modeled using the SH basis functions. The parameters are estimated by projecting
the radiance measurements onto the basis functions, where the measurements are weighted
by their area on the unit sphere. Voronoi tessellation are used to estimate their areas.
The test shows that LSOP are generally better than ZH to represent the highlights using
only few parameters. Ringing is introduced in the reconstructed radiances, because of the
discontinuity at the equator. This is an issue which is not handled.
13Comparison Test
This chapter investigates the abilities of Phong and SH LSOP to model the radi-
ances from a sample point in diﬀerent scenarios. It is tested how shiny a surface
surfaces that can be modeled with the models. Next, the eﬀect of the density
of the sample directions is tested. Finally, a non-uniform sampling scheme where
the highlight is sampled more densely is tested tested against a uniform sampling
scheme.
In the previous two chapters, the Phong model and SH basis are presented. Each has their
own advantages and disadvantages. The Phong model uses few parameters, but requires
knowledge about the lights sources. The SH LSOP can handle more general lighting
environments, but can not model high radiances from very specular surfaces without using
lots of parameters. In this chapter the two methods are compared to investigate how they
perform in three diﬀerent scenarios which are presented in the following three sections.
Only SH LSOP is used, because it proved to be better than SH ZH in the previous chapter.
13.1 Increasing Shininess
The purpose of this test is to ﬁnd out how shiny surfaces the two models can model
correctly. It is expected that the Phong model can model a strong highlight well, as long
as the lights are point light sources. The SH LSOP is only expected to be able to model
softer highlights. This is tested by trying to ﬁt both models to radiance distributions from
increasingly shiny surfaces.
The basic test setup is the same as the one used in the preceding tests, described in
Section 11.3 on page 62. Synthetic images of a surface lit by a point light source are
rendered in 3ds Max. In total, 305 sample directions in an icosahedron grid are used. The
surface is divided into eight bands with increasing shininess, ranging from very soft to very
specular. All other properties for the bands are the same. The surface is sampled at 8x8
points so each band is modeled. For SH LSOP both 16 and 36 parameters are used to
model the radiances.
On the enclosed DVD, more ﬁgures from this test can be found in (}/Test/figures/test5/).
An application capable of reconstruction the surface from the test parameter map can be
found in (}/Test/executable/).
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13.1.1 Results
The results of the test is shown in Figure 13.1. Only the most specular band that the SH
LSOP can model suﬃciently is shown. All the more specular bands are not shown, because
the SH LSOP is not able to represent these. The Phong model is able to model all the
bands.
The measured data is shown in Figure 13.1(a). The highest band that the SH LSOP can
model is the fourth band, which has a estimated Phong shininess coeﬃcient of approxi-
mately 15. Figures 13.1(b) and 13.1(d) show the reconstructed radiance distributions using
16 and 36 parameters in the SH LSOP model. Using only 16 parameters the ﬁt is not very
good. Using 36 parameters the highlight is pretty well modeled, but the diﬀuse part suﬀers
from ringing. For reference, the corresponding Phong model is shown in Figure 13.1(c).
(a) Measured radiances (b) Reconstructed SH LSOP 16
(c) Reconstructed Phong (d) Reconstructed SH LSOP 36
Figure 13.1: The result of the shininess test. The models are ﬁtted to data from the
fourth band. The estimated Phong model has a m factor of 15.
13.1.2 Test Conclusion
As expected, the Phong model can model both very soft and very strong highlights. The
SH LSOP model needs many parameters and is still not able to capture strong highlights
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very well. Only a shininess of approximately 15 can be modeled using SH LSOP with 36
parameters. The conclusion is that in scenarios where the lighting environment have very
few, small and well deﬁned light sources, it seems better to model the surface with the
Phong model than with the SH LSOP model.
13.2 Increasing Number of Sample Directions
The purpose of this test is to investigate the eﬀect of the number of sample directions. The
acquisition process gets easier, if few sample directions are suﬃcient to create an accurate
model. For both models, it is expected that few sample directions are suﬃcient to model
the sample point as long as parts of the highlights are sampled. More sample points should
of course improve the models.
The test is performed using the usual setup (see Section 11.3 on page 62). The surface is
sampled using three densities of sample directions. The sample directions are generated
using the icosahedron scheme with diﬀerent resolutions. The number of sample directions
are 17, 73 and 305.
On the enclosed DVD, more ﬁgures from the test can be found in (}/Test/figures/test6/).
An application capable of reconstruction the surface from the test parameter map can be
found in (}/Test/executable/).
13.2.1 Results
The results of the three diﬀerent sample direction resolutions are shown in Figure 13.2.
The ﬁrst row shows the three measured radiance distributions with diﬀerent resolutions.
The second row shows the reconstructed radiance distribution using Phong. The third
row shows the reconstructed radiance distribution using SH LSOP with 36 parameters.
Both Phong and SH LSOP are plotted using a high resolution sample grid and should be
compared to the measured radiance in Figure 13.2(c).
It is clear that the diﬀerence between the Phong model estimated with many and few
directions is relatively low. The diﬀerence between the estimated parameters for diﬀuse
radiance and mirror direction when using 17 and 305 samples are below 1%. The largest
discrepancy is for the specular parameters which diﬀer with approximately 15%. The
shininess parameter is about 5% oﬀ. So, even though the highlight is only sampled from
very few directions, it is enough to estimate the Phong parameters within 15%.
For the SH, it is evident that 17 samples is not enough. For 73 samples the overall shape is
captured, but the highlight is modeled to wide and not strong enough. Using 305 samples
the shape of the highlight is almost captured, but it is to low. Using even more samples
than what is shown here, no clear diﬀerence is obtained.
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(a) Measured using 17 samples (b) Measured using 73 samples (c) Measured using 305 samples
(d) Reconstructed Phong (e) Reconstructed Phong (f) Reconstructed Phong
(g) Reconstructed SH LSOP 36 (h) Reconstructed SH LSOP 36 (i) Reconstructed SH LSOP 36
Figure 13.2: The eﬀect of increasing the number of sample directions can be seen in the
columns. The second row shows the estimated Phong models, and the third row
shows the estimated SH LSOP models.
13.2.2 Test Conclusion
As expected, the Phong model parameters can be estimated from few sample directions.
For the SH, more sample directions are needed to estimate the parameters. However,
above a certain threshold, the eﬀect of more samples are limited. Generally, no more
than approximately 300 samples are needed, and for the Phong model less than 100 are
suﬃcient.
13.3 Non-uniform Sampling
This test investigates the possibility for sampling a surface from directions spread non-
uniformly on the hemisphere. When sampling a real surface from many directions, the
acquisition is faster if only parts of the hemisphere needs to be sampled densely. Time
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could be saved by e.g. only sampling the highlight densely and sampling the remaining
directions more sporadically. Instead of distributing a lot of a samples uniformly, fewer
samples may be used, if they are from the important directions.
No reductions in the accuracy of estimated model are expected for neither the Phong or
SH LSOP models even though fewer sample directions are used.
The test is performed using uniformly and non-uniformly distributed sample directions.
The uniform sample directions are distributed using the icosahedron sample scheme re-
sulting in 305 sample directions. The non-uniform samples are 73 uniformly distributed
samples with the addition of 81 samples around the highlight, resulting in a total of 154
samples.
On the enclosed DVD, more ﬁgures from the test can be found in (}/Test/figures/test7/).
An application capable of reconstruction the surface from the test parameter map can be
found in (}/Test/executable/).
13.3.1 Results
The results are shown in Figure 13.3. The ﬁrst row shows the uniform test case. The
second row shows the non-uniform test. The ﬁrst column is plots of the measured data.
The highlight is better represented using the non-uniform scheme and fewer samples are
wasted on the very even diﬀuse part.
The second column plots the reconstructed data using Phong. No diﬀerence between the
uniform and non-uniform sampling methods is apparent.
The third column shows the reconstructed data using SH LSOP with 36 parameters. It
can be seen that the diﬀuse part is captured best using uniformly distributed samples.
However the highlight is represented best with the non-uniform samples.
13.3.2 Test Conclusion
The parameters for the Phong model can be estimated accurately using few non-uniform
distributed samples. No degradation can be seen between the Figures 13.3(b) and 13.3(e).
Therefore, it is indeed possible to use a non-uniform scheme when estimating Phong para-
meters. It might even be possible with lot less samples.
No clear conclusion can be drawn for the SH. On one hand, the highlight is represented
better with the non-uniform samples. On the other hand, the diﬀuse part is modeled
worse. It seems to be a no-win situation, where one has to settle with one of the shown
drawbacks.
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(a) Measured using uniform
samples
(b) Reconstructed Phong (c) Reconstructed SH LSOP 36
(d) Measured using non-
uniform samples
(e) Reconstructed Phong (f) Reconstructed SH LSOP 36
Figure 13.3: The result of sampling the surface with an uniform and a non-uniform
scheme. The ﬁrst row shows the uniform test case and the second row shows the
non-uniform.
13.4 Summary
Three diﬀerent test scenarios have been investigated in this chapter. The ﬁrst test shows
that the Phong model can model both very soft and strong highlights. The SH LSOP
can only model surfaces with a shininess up to approximately 15. If a strong highlight is
present, more parameters than 36 seems to be needed.
The second test found that that no more than approximately 300 samples are needed to
estimate the parameters of both the Phong and SH LSOP models. As few as 70 samples
are suﬃcient for the Phong model, if the radiance distribution of the point does not have
a very narrow highlight.
The last test found that a non-uniform sampling scheme works ﬁne for estimating the
parameters for the Phong model. However, mixed results were obtained for the SH LSOP
model. The highlight is estimated better with the non-uniform samples, but the diﬀuse
part is represented worse.
The choice of model to use depends on the complexity of the captured radiance distribution.
If there are a known number of distinct highlights, it is best to use the Phong model.
However for more diﬀuse and slowly varying radiance distributions the SH LSOP model




This part accounts for the reconstruction of surfaces from parameter maps in 3D computer
graphics applications.
The programmable processors of OpenGL are investigated in the introductory chapter
of this part. This is done to examine how it is possible to implement a custom shader
program on the graphics card. The goal is to perform more complex shading of fragments
than what the ﬁxed functionality pipeline in OpenGL provides, by using the parameter
maps described in the previous part.
The second chapter details how shading of fragments are performed using the parameter
maps that were constructed during model ﬁtting. The ﬂow of the custom shader programs
are accounted for, and the overall pipeline for shading with parameter maps is shown.
The methods described in this part, acts as means for reconstructing the sampled surface
in a view-dependent manner. They enable the comparison of a photograph of a real world
surface with the reconstructed, virtual representation. Such comparisons are reserved for
the next part concerning the evaluation of the system as a whole.

14OpenGL Programmable Processors
The purpose of this chapter is to investigate the pipeline of OpenGL, how it presents
itself with ﬁxed functionality and how it is possible to replace certain parts of it
to be able to recreate the surface from the parameter map. Vertex and frag-
ment processing are detailed before the chapter is ended with a description of the
execution model for custom shader programs in OpenGL.
Once the radiance from a surface has been sampled and models has been ﬁtted to the
obtained data, it is needed to be able to recreate the view-dependent appearance of the
surface in a computer graphics application. In this thesis, this is done in OpenGL, by
replacing the parts of the ﬁxed functionality pipeline with custom shader programs.
14.1 OpenGL Fixed Functionality
Figure 14.1 shows the ﬁxed functionality pipeline of OpenGL in a very condensed layout.
The overall, basic functionality of OpenGL is as follows: take a number of vertices as
input, perform geometric operations on them in the Vertex Processing Machine, produce
fragments which are candidates to pixels on the screen. Following this, the Fragment
Processing Machine determines colors for fragments. In this step, pixel data can be
used to e.g. paste a texture onto a primitive before showing it on the screen. Lastly, it is














Figure 14.1: The ﬁxed functionality pipeline of OpenGL. Figure after [SWND06].
As of OpenGL version 1.4, the main functionality of the two processing machines are
replaceable by custom vertex and fragment shader programs. The following two sections
go into more detail about the internals of the two processing machines and which parts of
them can be replaced, before explaining the model for doing so.
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14.2 Vertex Processing
As can be seen in Figure 14.2, the vertex processing pipeline operates on vertex position,
normal, color/texture and fog information. By use of a number of transformations, this
information is processed to prepare for primitive setup, clipping and the following fragment
processing. It is important to notice that no knowledge of vertex connectivity is present or





















Figure 14.2: The vertex processing pipeline in OpenGL. The parts embodied in the
gray box are replaceable by implementation of a custom vertex shader. Figure after
[SWND06].
The gray box in Figure 14.2 encapsulates the steps in the ﬁxed functionality pipeline, which
can be customized using a custom vertex shader program. This is i.a. multiplication with
the modelview and projection matrices on the vertex position, which can be modiﬁed to ﬁt
any desired behavior. The output of a vertex shader program must at least be the position
of the current vertex. It is important to notice that a custom vertex shader can not replace
just some of the ﬁxed functionality, but must replace all stages in the gray box. However,
if some stages are not needed, they do not need to be implemented in the vertex shader.
After the vertex processing machine, be it ﬁxed functionality or not, has transformed vertex
positions, a number of immutable operations are performed as the next step in the overall
pipeline. This involves clipping, culling, rasterization and interpolation of vertex attributes
for fragments.
14.3 Fragment Processing
The fragment processing machine receives a fragment along with ancillary interpolated
vertex information such as normal, color and texture coordinates. It also has access to
all texture units, and can therefore combine color and texture values to produce the ﬁnal
color for the fragment. This is illustrated in Figure 14.3, where the gray box encases the
















Figure 14.3: The fragment processing pipeline in OpenGL. The parts embodied in the
gray box are replaceable by implementation of a custom fragment shader. Figure
after [SWND06].
stages customizable by implementation of a custom fragment shader program.
As indicated in Figure 14.3, the texture mapping, color summation and fog calculation
stages are customizable in the fragment processing machine. This way, it is possible to
arbitrarily combine any random part of any texture to produce a fragment color. The
texture values can also be used for other purposes, such as dependent texture reading or
as parameters to calculations. However, as it operates on single fragments only, it has
no knowledge of neighboring fragments. Again, it is important to notice that a custom
fragment shader can not replace just some of the ﬁxed functionality but must replace all
of the needed stages in the gray box.
As the last step in the overall pipeline, a number of tests and operations are performed on
each fragment to determine whether or not it becomes a pixel on the screen. This includes
pixel ownership, stencil, scissor and depth tests. It also includes alphablending. If the
fragment passes all these tests, it becomes a pixel in the framebuﬀer or current render
target.
14.4 Implementing a Shader Program
To implement a shader program in OpenGL, a number of steps must be undertaken. First,
a shader object must be created. A separate shader object is created for each vertex and
fragment shader. The application can then provide the source code for the desired shader,
and have OpenGL compile it. This can be seen in Figure 14.4, where the upper layer
represents the application, containing source code for the shader programs. The middle
layer is the OpenGL driver, which is accessed through calls to the OpenGL API. The
OpenGL driver then controls access to the graphics hardware in the lowest layer.
A program object must also be created. This holds the compiled shader objects, normally
one for a vertex shader and one for a fragment shader. The program object can then
be linked through OpenGL, which among other things checks for vertex/fragment shader
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Figure 14.4: The execution model for OpenGL shader programs. Shader source code,
deﬁned in the application is passed to OpenGL, which performs compilation and
linking, before passing it on to the graphics hardware for execution. Figure after
[Ros06].
compatibility. The result is one or more executables (one for each shader to be customized)
that can be run on the graphics hardware.
Any number of program objects can be created in the application, and the programmer is
free to switch between them at runtime as necessary - but only one vertex and fragment
program combination can be used at a time.
14.5 Summary
The purpose of this chapter was to ﬁnd means for exploiting the power of modern graphics
hardware. This enables possibilities for rendering surfaces using the parameter maps in
real time. It is found that the ﬁxed pipeline functionality of the GPU needs to be replaced
to make it possible to use the parameter maps. By using custom shader programs, much
more control of the rendering pipeline is gained. A custom shader program can be written
that uses the values in textures as parameters to a model instead of as color value as usually
done. How this is done is the topic of the following chapter.
15Parameter Map Shading
This chapter details how the actual shading using the parameter maps is performed.
It is described how the parameters are communicated to the programmable shaders
and how they are put to use there. Shading with both Phong and SH parameter
maps is described.
In the previous chapter it was described how to replace the OpenGL ﬁxed functionality
vertex and fragment shaders. This is an important step in being able to shade surfaces
using parameter maps with content as described in Chapters 11 and 12. There are two
overall steps in using the parameter maps. It is necessary to get the values in the parameter
maps communicated to the shader programs, and it is necessary to reconstruct fragment
colors from a model using the parameter in the maps. The following sections detail how
this is done for both models.
15.1 Shader Communication
OpenGL provides functionality to interface towards and between vertex and fragment
shaders at runtime. Figure 15.1(a) outlines the model for this communication. The middle
layer contains the two shaders and the two upper boxes show two types of variables whose
values can be communicated from the application to the shaders. The bottom box shows a
type of variable that can be communicated from the vertex shader to the fragment shader.











(a) Communication model for OpenGL
shaders. Figure after [Ros06].
sampler2D






(b) Communication used in the parameter map
shader.
Figure 15.1: Figures showing the general model for communication to OpenGL shaders
and how it is used in the parameter map shader.
Attribute variables are used to pass frequently changing data into the vertex shader
only. These variables can be changed once per vertex. The vertex shader can only
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read attribute variables and not write to them.
Uniform variables are intended for data that changes less frequently than attribute vari-
ables. They can be changed once per primitive. All vertex and fragment shaders con-
tained within a shader program share a single global uniform variable name space,
and two uniform variables with the same name in both the vertex and fragment
shader are in fact the same variable. Uniform variables can only be read in the
shader programs.
Varying variables are used to pass information from the vertex shader to the fragment
shader, and is the only way to do so. Varying variables are written on a per-vertex
basis and when the fragment shader reads the value, it gets an interpolated value -
just as with color and normal values.
To be able to save all the parameters in a parameter map so they are accessible to the
shaders, a number of textures are used. OpenGL provides functionality for pasting multiple
textures to a surface. It is possible to combine the values in the textures in any desired
way by implementing a custom fragment shader.
Instead of color values, it is possible to put arbitrary values into the textures and use
them for other purposes in the shader, e.g. as parameters to a model for shading. It can
then be decided whether to interpolate these parameter values over fragments or to use
the nearest available value. Figure 15.1(b) shows the shader communication employed in
the developed parameter shader. A number of textures are used to store the parameters
of the model. These are enumerated using a corresponding number of uniform variable
to indicate their texture unit indices. Lastly, as the appearance of the fragment should
depend on the position of the viewer, an interpolated view direction vector is passed from
the vertex to the fragment shader.
15.2 Implementing Parameter Map Shading
As the appearance of fragments using parameter maps depends on the view direction, it is
needed to calculate a view direction on a per-fragment basis. Before presenting the actual
shading with the two kinds of parameter maps, it is described how the view direction for
each fragment is calculated.
The view direction vector is calculated in the vertex shader, and passed along interpolated
to the fragment shader. A vector can be given in numerous diﬀerent coordinate spaces,
and one should therefore take care to ensure consistency within calculations. Figure 15.2
shows an overview of the coordinate spaces normally employed in OpenGL and how to
move between them.
Normally, objects are deﬁned within a local object space coordinate system placed some-
where which eases modeling. These are transformed using a model matrix to the world
space coordinate system so objects can be placed in relation to each other. From here, a
view matrix can be applied to transform the objects into eye space in which the origin is
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placed where the viewer is positioned. It is normal to concatenate these into a modelview
matrix, which can move between the object and eye space directly. From the eye space,
a projection matrix can be applied to go into the clip space where vertices that cannot
be seen from the current viewing position can be excluded from the rendering for higher
performance.
The leftmost box in Figure 15.2 represents the tangent space. This is a space with a
surface-local coordinate system, where the origin is located exactly in the point in question.
The basis vectors for this space are a tangent to the surface at the point, the surface normal
at the point and a bi-tangent which is the cross product of the other two vectors [Ros06].
The radiance distribution is modeled in a surface-local coordinate system for each sampled
point. Therefore the view direction has to be transform into tangent space in the vertex
shader and interpolated between vertex positions in the fragment shader.
In the following two sections is accounted for how the fragment shader programs for both
the Phong and SH models work.
15.2.1 Phong Model Parameter Map Shading
As described in Section 11.1.5 on page 59, radiance using the Phong model can be recon-
structed for one single light source as follows:
I = ambient term + diﬀuse term + specular term
= Kd + Ks (v • r)m
I is the radiance coming from the fragment in question. Kd is the combined ambient and
diﬀuse term, Ks is the specular term, m is shininess and v and r are view and reﬂection
directions. The combined ambient and diﬀuse term is saved as RGB color values as the
ﬁrst three parameters in the parameter map. The three next parameters are the specular
RGB color values, followed by the 3 components of the reﬂection direction and lastly the
shininess factor. The only thing needed to retrieve a view-dependent fragment color is the
direction from which the fragment is viewed. The calculation of this vector is described in
the start of this section.
With one light source and therefore 10 parameters, three textures are needed. A texture
Tangent 

































Figure 15.2: Diﬀerent coordinate spaces used in OpenGL and the matrixes used to
convert between them.
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can contain up to 4 values per texel in RGBA format. In the current implementation, the
Kd and Ks values are packed into two textures, and the m and r parameters are packed
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Figure 15.3: An overview of the rendering pipeline for rendering using Phong parameter
maps with one static light source.
The overall rendering pipeline for shading using Phong parameter maps is shown in Figure
15.3. This ﬁgure sums up the steps described in the above and is divided to show which
processor takes care of which part of the process. The application, running on the CPU,
sets up the surface and assigns parameter map coordinates to it, in the same manner
as when texturing in OpenGL. Besides calculating the vertex position, the vertex shader
also calculates the view direction vector in the tangent coordinate space and passes it to
the fragment shader. Lastly, the fragment shader reads the parameters from the three
textures and uses them in the corresponding model to assign a color to the fragment in
question. The shader programs can be found on the DVD (}/Application/executable/)
as pm_phong.vert and pm_phong.frag.
15.2.2 SH Model Parameter Map Shading
As stated in Equation 12.15 in Section 12.4 on page 75, a speciﬁc value of a reconstructed
radiance distribution modeled with SH is found by multiplying all coeﬃcients with their





where ci ranges over estimated coeﬃcients, yi is an SH basis function and v is the desired
view direction. The view direction is calculated as described in the beginning of this
section.
The number of parameters used for reconstruction is determined beforehand, and the
number of textures and the structure of the custom shader are ﬁtted to the number of
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parameters. The graphics card on the development computer has 16 texture units avail-
able1. Each texture can hold four parameters resulting in a total of 64 parameters. Since
the a SH model is ﬁtted for each color channel, there is only room for 20 parameters per
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Figure 15.4: An overview of the rendering pipeline for rendering using parameter maps,
where the parameters are those to the SH model.
It is necessary to ﬁnd other ways of packing more parameters into the available texture
units. This could be done by e.g. employing techniques such as texture atlasing [nVI04]
or by packing the parameters into multiple layers of a 3D texture. It is chosen to use
texture atlasing and pack 16 textures into one. The drawback of this is, that the size of
the parameter map is limited to 1024x1024 since the maximum texture size on the used
GPU is 4096x4096. Using the atlasing technique up to 64 parameters can be saved in a
single texture. The total number of needed textures is therefore three if 64 parameters are
used per channel.
In the current implementation, it is possible to use either 16, 36 or 64 parameters in the
SH model.
In a manner similar to that described in the section regarding Phong parameter map shad-
ing, Figure 15.4 sums up the steps involved with shading with SH parameter maps. Again,
the main application sets up the surface and assigns parameter map coordinates to it. The
vertex processor calculates vertex position as well as the view direction vector that is passed
to the fragment shader. The fragment shader then sums up all contributions from the em-
ployed SH basis functions in each of the three color channels, and assigns this color to the
fragment. The shader programs can be found on the DVD (}/Application/executable/)
as pm_sh.vert, pm_sh16.frag, pm_sh36.frag and pm_sh64.frag.
1The graphics card is a GeForce 7800 GTX on an AMD Athlon 64 3800+.
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15.3 Summary
This chapter describes the communication between the developed shader programs and the
application. When using either the Phong or SH parameter maps, the parameters are fed
to the shader programs using textures. For both models, three textures are used to store
the parameters. However, the SH parameter map is packed using texture atlasing.
For both types of parameter maps, the same vertex shader is used. The vertex shader
transforms the view direction into a surface-local coordinate system in which the models
are deﬁned. Then the view direction is sent to the fragment shader. Two diﬀerent fragment
shader programs are developed for the two models. Using these shader programs, it is
possible to render the captured surface at interactive frame rates. When using Phong
parameter maps, 350 frames per second is achieved. Using SH parameter maps 125, 65
and 30 frames per seconds is achieved with 16, 36 and 64 parameters, respectively.
Part V
Evaluation
The purpose of this part is to evaluate upon the thesis in its entirety and present the results
of the work.
The ﬁrst chapter presents the results obtained with the methods described in the previous
parts and discussion thereof. The results are presented as images of reconstructed surfaces
seen from diﬀerent view directions. The reconstructed images are compared to the original
photographs from the same view direction to obtain a quantitative measure of the results.
However, much of the results can also be obtained by qualitative comparisons of the two
images and inspection of details. Discussion of the obtained results are also presented in
this chapter.
The next chapter presents the conclusion upon the thesis as a whole. The contents of this
thesis are summarized and general conclusions are drawn upon the work, where overall
aspects are taken into consideration. The results of performed tests also provide a basis
for conclusions upon the results of the work as well as being a basis for answering the
initiating problem and problem statement
The part is ended with an outlook where ideas and topics for further work are presented and
thoughts are given about what the future can bring for work within the ﬁeld of capturing,
modeling and recreating surface point radiance.

16Results and Discussion
This chapter presents the test of the developed system as a whole. Two real world
surfaces are photographed from numerous view directions, multiple points on their
surface are sampled and models are ﬁtted to their radiance distributions. The mod-
els are then used to reconstruct the surfaces. The renderings from the application
are then compared to the photographs, both qualitatively and quantitatively.
16.1 Test Strategy and Setup
In the model ﬁtting part, the Phong and SH models were only tested using synthetically
generated data. This chapter tests the feasibility of sampling real surfaces and ﬁtting the
models to the sampled radiances for later reconstruction. To test this, a surface is sampled
from a number of directions and the observation map is extracted. For all the texels in the
observation map, both the Phong and SH models are ﬁtted.
The test is performed on two diﬀerent surfaces. Images of the two surfaces are given in
Figure 16.1. The ﬁrst surface is a coated paper ﬂyer from the Visionday conference at
DTU. It is more reﬂective than untreated paper, resulting in clear highlights from certain
sample directions. The other surface is a patchwork of diﬀerent materials ranging from
very diﬀuse cloth to highly specular aluminium foil.
(a) Visionday ﬂyer (b) Patchwork
Figure 16.1: Images of the two test surfaces. The ﬁrst is a ﬂyer for the Visionday
conference at DTU. The second is a patchwork of diﬀerent materials.
The tests are performed under controlled conditions. The surfaces are sampled in a dark
room where the lighting can be controlled. To ease the acquisition process, a surface is
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Figure 16.2: The setup used to acquire photographs of the surface from a lot of directions.
mounted on a platform, where it has to perpendicular rotational degrees of freedom, pan
and tilt. Instead of moving the camera to vary the sample directions, the surface is moved.
A small light source is also mounted on the platform, and it therefore maintains the same
relative position to the surface. The light source is the only light present in the room.
Photographs of the setup are depicted in Figure 16.2. In order to ease the registration of
the surface, black squares are added at the corners of the surfaces.
After the samples have been acquired, images of a calibration target placed on the same
rig are taken using the same camera settings. Using these images, the camera distortion
can be handled in the construction of the observation map. The result of the camera
calibrations can be seen in Figure F.2 in Appendix F on page 140.
After the observation map is created, both the Phong and SH models are ﬁtted to the
measured radiance for each texel. For SH, both the zero hemisphere and the least square
optimal projection models are ﬁtted. Both the reconstructed surfaces are applied parameter
maps with a size of 512x512. Smaller maps can be seen in the interactive application on the
DVD (}/Application/executable/), where the size can be varied from 1x1 to 512x512.
The result of tests are judged both quantitatively and qualitatively by comparing the
reconstructed surface to the appearance of the real surface. The real and reconstructed
surfaces are compared quantitatively by looking at their diﬀerence image from diﬀerent
directions. The diﬀerence images are simply obtained by mapping the absolute diﬀerence
between pixel values in the two images into pixel values in a third image. The qualitative
test investigates whether the errors are noticable or the reconstructed surface appears
correct.
The following two sections present the tests of the Visionday ﬂyer and the patchwork.
An executable application where it is possible to see the two surfaces and investigate the
results is place on the enclosed DVD, (}/Application/executable/).
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16.2 Test: Visionday Flyer
The Visionday ﬂyer depicted in Figure 16.1(a) is printed on reﬂective paper. It is mounted
on the test platform seen in Figure 16.2. Videos and images of this surface can be found
on the DVD (}/Video/TestVideos_Visionday/) and (}/Test/figures/visionday/).
16.2.1 Test Introduction
The Visionday ﬂyer is a reﬂective piece of paper. The paper is almost completely ﬂat.
However, small bends and wrinkles are present. These bends and wrinkles cause the surface
to reﬂect light unevenly. The printed parts of the ﬂyer also seem to be more specular than
the white parts.
The test is carried out using LDR photographs. The drawback of this is that the images
taken where no reﬂection is present are very dark. The test is performed early in the work,
to test the feasibility of the approach and developed tools, and the use of LDR images
eased the acquisition process signiﬁcantly. All images are taken using the same camera
conﬁguration.
The surface is sampled densely using 278 sample directions. The surface is sampled in
a latitude-longitude fashion as described in Chapter 8. The zenith is kept ﬁxed for a
full rotation of the test platform. More sample directions are used for the larger zeniths
than for the lower. This is done in an attempt to make the samples somewhat uniformly
distributed over the hemisphere.
16.2.2 Test Results
Both Phong, SH ZH and SH LSOP parameter maps are created for the ﬂyer. In the
following, the results obtained for each of the models are presented.
Phong
The results for the Phong model are shown in Figure 16.3. Figures 16.3(a) and 16.3(d)
show two real images of the ﬂyer, taken from diﬀerent angles. The ﬁrst view has strong
highlights in the bottom, while the second is overall more diﬀuse. The second column
shows the reconstructed surface from the two views. The last column plots the diﬀerence
images between the real and reconstructed images.
The outlines on the diﬀerence images are due to misalignment of the real and reconstructed
images. The real images are slightly distorted which is an unavoidable error in the image
acquisition. When rendering the reconstructed images, this distortion is not modeled.
Also, the position of the camera is estimated through camera calibration which may be
slightly oﬀ. In order to handle these discrepancies, the real and reconstructed images have
been manually aligned.
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(a) View 1. (b) Phong. (c) Diﬀerence.
(d) View 2. (e) Phong. (f) Diﬀerence.
Figure 16.3: A comparison between the real and reconstructed ﬂyer using the Phong
model for two view directions.
The reconstructed and diﬀerence images in Figures 16.3(b) and 16.3(c), respectively, show
that the highlight is captured well in the printed parts of the ﬂyer. However, in the white
parts of the ﬂyer, the highlight is not captured everywhere. Stains appear in the white
part which look diﬀerent than the rest from all directions. Figures 16.3(e) and 16.3(f) show
that the diﬀuse reﬂection distribution is captured very well.
Figure 16.4 shows the measured radiances for a sample point inside a stain and one outside
stains, along with the estimated models. It can be seen, that the point inside the stain
is modeled almost correctly. However, the highlight is too high because it is not sampled
enough. Outside the stains, the highlight is not captured clearly from any of the sample
directions. Also, the radiance is low for high zeniths.
It seems like the specular parameters of the Phong model have taken precedence when ﬁt-
ting the model to the diﬀuse data. Instead of being used to ﬁt a specular highlight pointing
out from the diﬀuse half-sphere, the specular parameters are used to model the diﬀuse half-
sphere itself, as a vague specular highlight, perpendicular to the surface. Therefore, the
reconstructed radiances are generally a bit too high, and the radiances at high zeniths
go towards low values, because the specular part of the model has a mushroom-like ap-
pearance. This seems likely to be an eﬀect of not being able to sample from very oblique
directions with high zeniths and that recorded radiances at high zeniths are generally quite
dark.
Another thing to notice in the renderings, is that bends and wrinkles are reconstructed
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(a) Measured data
from a sample point
inside a stain.
(b) Reconstructed
data from a sample
point inside a stain.
(c) Measured data
from a sample point
outside the stains.
(d) Reconstructed
data from a sample
point outside the
stains.
Figure 16.4: Plots of measured and reconstructed data from a sample point inside a
stain, and a sample point outside the stains.
accurately as one would expect. This can be seen in the lower left corner and on the blue
stripe in the bottom in the ﬁrst view in Figure 16.3(b).
SH ZH
The results of the reconstruction using SH ZH are shown in Figure 16.5. Only the ﬁrst
view from the preceding test is shown. Figure 16.5(a) is the real photograph. The second
column shows the reconstruction using 16 and 64 parameters. The third column shows the
diﬀerence images.
The renderings illustrate very well that strong highlights can not be modeled using SH ZH
without the use of many parameters. This was also the ﬁnding in Chapter 12 on page 68.
By using 64 parameters, the highlight is captured slightly better than when only using 16
parameters. This is most noticeable in the black part in the right edge the ﬂyer. Also the
bends in the blue stripe begins to appear when using 64 parameters. The diﬀuse part in
the top of the ﬂyer is modeled equally well with both 16 and 64 parameters.
SH LSOP
The results for using SH LSOP to model the radiance distribution are shown in Figure
16.6. The renderings are from the same direction as the preceding test. Figure 16.6(a) is
the real image. The second column depicts the reconstructed images, and the third column
shows the diﬀerence images.
When using 16 parameters, the result corresponds roughly to the results achieved using 16
parameters in SH ZH. It is still not possible to model the highlights. When looking at the
SH LSOP 64 reconstruction, it is clear that something is wrong. In the white parts of the
ﬂyer there is a lot of noise present.
When plotting the radiances from a sample point from the white, noisy area in Figure
16.6(d), as done in Figure 16.7, it can be seen the errors are due to severe ringing in the
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(a) View 1. (b) SH ZH 16. (c) Diﬀerence.
(d) SH ZH 64. (e) Diﬀerence.
Figure 16.5: A comparison between the real and reconstructed ﬂyer from the ﬁrst view
direction using 16 and 64 parameters in the SH ZH model.
reconstructed data. This was also seen when testing with synthetic data in Chapter 12 on
page 68.
16.2.3 Comparison
To compare the results obtained using the three models, the mean and standard deviation
of the diﬀerence images are shown Table 16.1. Due to the misalignment of the real and
reconstructed image, the numbers are not completely accurate. However, they are still
comparable, because they are made in a similar fashion.
It can be seen that the best results are achieved using the Phong model, where a mean
value of 13 is measured. The SH ZH and LSOP with 16 parameters perform almost equally.
However, when using 64 parameters the LSOP is very noisy and gives unusable results.
For the second view where the surface is predominantly diﬀuse, all models are well-suited,
with exception of the SH LSOP 64, where the noise is very clear.
16.2.4 Test Conclusion
The scene was well-suited for the Phong model, due to the appearance of the surface and
amount and placement of light. That is the dominant reason why the Phong model proved
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(a) View 1. (b) SH LSOP 16. (c) Diﬀerence.
(d) SH LSOP 64. (e) Diﬀerence.
Figure 16.6: A comparison between the real and reconstructed ﬂyer from the ﬁrst view
direction using 16 and 64 parameters in the SH LSOP model.
(a) Measured data from a sample point in the
large white area.
(b) Reconstructed data from a sample point in the
large white area.
Figure 16.7: Plots of measured and reconstructed data from a sample point in the large
white area where noise is very distinct for the SH LSOP model with 64 parameters.
to be the best. However, it is not the only explanation. The SH ZH models were able to
ﬁt the diﬀuse parts of the surface acceptably with few parameters, but failed to model the
highlights any good. If more parameters were used, the highlights were ﬁtted better, but
errors in the estimation were introduced. In general, the SH LSOP model performed quite
bad. It seems that it required either more dense sampling of the view directions or some
kind of pre- or postﬁltering to counteract the very expressed ringing eﬀects that caused
the noise in the results.
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Method: Phong SHZH16 SHZH64 SHLSOP16 SHLSOP64
View 1 Mean: 12.66 20.03 15.95 19.67 38.29Std.dev: 20.57 35.87 30.61 35.23 36.79
View 2 Mean: 3.66 4.17 6.52 4.05 22.12Std.dev: 12.71 12.97 13.50 12.74 31.50
Table 16.1: Overall mean values and standard deviations for the diﬀerence images ob-
tained when comparing the real photographs with the reconstructed Visionday ﬂyer
using the diﬀerent models.
16.3 Test: Patchwork
The patchwork surface seen in Figure 16.1(b) is comprised of numerous diﬀerent mate-
rials. It is mounted on the same setup as in the previous test. The setup is shown in
Figure 16.2 on page 102. Videos and images of this surface can be found on the DVD
(}/Video/TestVideos_Patchwork/) and (}/Test/figures/patchwork/).
16.3.1 Test Introduction
Figure 16.8 shows a closeup of the surface with the diﬀerent types of materials numbered
and listed to the right. The diﬀerent materials are chosen to cover a relatively wide range
from diﬀuse to specular appearances. The kitchen cloth and paper towel patches are very
diﬀuse, but the cloth have subtle details in its surface geometry and does not lay completely
ﬂat on the surface. The duct tape reﬂects light, but is not nearly as shiny as the plastic
or the two types of foil. The two types of foil are furthermore very crumpled as they were
creased before they were glued to the paper. The transparent tape is invisible from some
angles, but from other angles it changes the perceived color of the paper and from other
angles it reﬂects light.
To accommodate for the very shiny reﬂections from some of the types of material, the
entire dynamic range of the surface must be captured. This is done by taking multiple
photographs from each view direction with diﬀerent exposure times and composing these
images into one HDR image. Figure 16.9 sketches the concept of how HDR images are
recorded in this test. The ﬁrst image of the surface from a view direction is taken with a
relatively high exposure time. If any of the pixels in the image are saturated, the exposure
time is halved for the next image. This is repeated until none of the pixels in the image
are saturated.
The ranges shown for the diﬀerent pictures in the lower half of Figure 16.9 should be
interpreted the following way. Saturated pixels in image 1 represents radiance values from
one point and upwards on the radiance scale. Saturated pixels in image 2 represents
radiances from a point higher on the scale and upwards. This way, less light is needed to
saturate pixels in image 1 than in image 2 and so on. Thus, many images are needed to
ensure no pixels are saturated for view directions close to the reﬂection direction and one











Figure 16.8: The patchwork surface comprised of several diﬀerent materials.
image can be suﬃcient in the directions where no reﬂections are present. The maximum


















Figure 16.9: The concept of how HDR images are recorded in this test.
The goal is to compose an HDR image that holds the entire range of radiances in the scene
from the current view direction. This involves converting the values of each of the images
into radiance values. As accounted for in Chapter 7 on page 35, it is necessary to ﬁrst ﬁnd
the response curve for the camera.
The two view directions that needed 8 images to cover their dynamic range were used
to construct two response curves. As these curves were very similar, one of them were
used to convert pixel values into radiances for all the recorded images. HDR Shop is used
to recover the response curve, and compose the HDR images. It can make HDR images
using a given response curve with diﬀerent numbers of pictures. Two inputs are needed:
exposure time steps and information regarding how each exposure relates to the darkest
image used to construct the response curve.
In total, the surface is sampled from 90 directions. First, 37 photographs were taken from
the half of the hemisphere where no strong reﬂections are present. All these directions
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were sampled using only a single exposure. The other half of the hemisphere was sampled
more densely, and multiple exposures were used where necessary.
16.3.2 Test Results
Both Phong, SH ZH and SH LSOP parameter maps are created for the patchwork surface.
In the following, the results obtained for each of the models are presented. The results are
shown for the same view directions for all models. Since the models are estimated using
HDR images, the renderings and real images are tone mapped the same way for them to
be comparable.
Phong
The results of the reconstruction of the patchwork using Phong are shown in Figure 16.10.
The ﬁrst column shows real images from two diﬀerent directions. The second column shows
the reconstructed surface. The third column depicts the diﬀerence images. The images
for the two directions are shown with diﬀerent exposures due to them covering diﬀerent
dynamic ranges.
(a) View 1. (b) Phong. (c) Diﬀerence.
(d) View 2. (e) Phong. (f) Diﬀerence.
Figure 16.10: A comparison between the real and reconstructed patchwork using the
Phong model for two view directions.
The diﬀuse radiance is modeled acceptably. This is noticeable at the kitchen cloth and
paper towel. The same problems from the test of the Visionday ﬂyer regarding very shiny
materials are present. The highlight from the red plastic material is only sampled from a
single direction where the highlight is only present on the middle of the patch. The result
is a stain. The circle in the stain is due to the structure of the patch.
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The errors in the foil are probably due to a slightly faulty estimation of the mirror direc-
tion. The highlight is only captured from few sample directions, which is why the ﬁtted
parameters might be slightly oﬀ.
SH ZH
The results of the reconstruction of the surface using SH ZH are shown in Figure 16.11.
The view direction is the same as the ﬁrst in the Phong test.
(a) View 1. (b) SH ZH 16. (c) Diﬀerence.
(d) SH ZH 64. (e) Diﬀerence.
Figure 16.11: A comparison between the real and reconstructed patchwork from the ﬁrst
view direction using 16 and 64 parameters in the SH ZH model.
For 16 parameters, it can be seen that the strong highlights are modeled erroneously. They
should not be visible from the reconstructed view direction. This is especially apparent on
the plastic material. For 64 parameters the opposite is happening. Here, the points where
a strong highlight has been sampled are estimated too low from this view direction. The
highlight appears correct when seeing it from the reﬂection direction.
To investigate why the highlights appear wrongly from certain directions, the measured
and reconstructed radiance distribution are plotted in Figure 16.12 for a point in the red
patch using both 16 and 64 parameters. For 16 parameters, it is clear that the highlight
is modeled to wide. Therefore the reconstructed surface appears white in Figure 16.11(b).
From certain angle, the red patch will appear black as it does with more parameters. Using
64 parameters, the highlight is a bit more narrow. This causes the red plastic to appear
black since it is reconstructed from a direction indicated by the arrow in Figure 16.12(c)
around which the radiance values go towards zero.
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Figure 16.12: A sample point in the red plastic patch. The reconstructed highlight
changes in a very unnatural manner. When the point is viewed from the direction
indicated by the arrow, the point looks black, as the radiance goes towards zero.
SH LSOP
The results of the surface reconstructions using SH LSOP are illustrated in Figure 16.13.
In the test, 16 and 36 parameters are used since reconstruction with 64 parameters proved
to be very noisy in the Visionday test.
(a) View 1. (b) SH LSOP 16. (c) Diﬀerence.
(d) SH LSOP 64. (e) Diﬀerence.
Figure 16.13: A comparison between the real and reconstructed patchwork from the ﬁrst
view direction using 16 and 36 parameters in the SH LSOP model.
The results using LSOP resembles the results achieved using ZH. Again, the shiny areas are
reconstructed wrongly when seen from a direction that is not near the reﬂection direction.
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16.3.3 Comparison
The results obtained using the three diﬀerent models are summarized in Table 16.2. Again,
the best results are achieved with the Phong model. It models both the highlights and
diﬀuse parts with a small error compared to the SH models. In the test of the Visionday
ﬂyer, the SH models were able to model the diﬀuse reﬂection. However, this is not the
case in this test. The mean values for the second and mostly diﬀuse view are very high
compared to the ones obtained for the Visionday ﬂyer. This is due to the very high range
between the diﬀuse and specular part of the radiance distribution, as illustrated in Figure
16.12.
Another interesting feature of all the models is that they are able to model the phenomenon
that the kitchen cloth does not lay completely ﬂat on the surface as show in Figure 16.14.
When viewing it from an oblique angle (16.14(a)), it can be seen that the lower, right edge
of the cloth casts a shadow on the paper. When seeing it from behind, this shadow is not
visible, and only the yellow appearance of the cloth is shown (16.14(b)). The fact that the
surface in the application is indeed ﬂat can be veriﬁed by looking at the cloth from a very
oblique side view (16.14(c)).
Figure 16.14: The model incorporates the phenomenon that the cloth does not lay
completely ﬂat on the paper and is able to recreate this by no use of extra geometry
besides the ﬂat quadrilateral.
Method: Phong SHZH16 SHZH64 SHLSOP16 SHLSOP64
View 1, Mean: 5.03 20.22 15.33 21.61 12.54
γ = 500 Std.dev: 17.92 38.15 23.84 36.15 21.15
View 2, Mean: 7.15 15.60 18.98 17.60 16.03
γ = 100 Std.dev: 24.31 32.16 31.73 32.87 32.90
Table 16.2: Overall mean values and standard deviations for the diﬀerence images ob-
tained when comparing the real photographs with the reconstructed patchwork sur-
face using the diﬀerent models.
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16.3.4 Test Conclusion
The conclusion on this test resembles the conclusions from the previous test to some extend.
Generally the Phong model performed well, still due to the scene being quite well-suited
for this model. The SH models performed worse by ﬁtting the diﬀuse parts well with few
parameters and the highlights better with more parameters, but not without introducing
errors.
The surface was sampled using HDR images to capture its full dynamic range. The results
were presented using a global tone mapping operator to allow for inspection of dark as well
as bright areas. The use of HDR introduced some errors in the models. The highlights
became very large and the SH models had trouble modeling that.
It can also be concluded that the highlights can easily become very large due to highly
specular materials, as with the aluminium foil which is not modeled very precisely with
any model. Another experience gained from this test is that highlights should be sampled
quite densely in order to represented them suﬃciently in the data that the models are
ﬁtted to. This is especially true for the large stain on the red plastic patch, which is a
result of too sparse sampling of the highlight.
16.4 Summary
Diﬀerent materials were tested to evaluate the feasibility of the methods and tools devel-
oped in this thesis on real-world data. The above tests show how well the models are able
to reproduce the surface on the basis of the sampled data. The Phong model showed to be
best, seen from an overall point of view. But it should be mentioned that the scene was
quite well-suited for the employed Phong model. The more general SH model might be
better suited for a scene with more complex lighting, which the Phong model is not able
to ﬁt.
It was also shown that the tools created and employed in this thesis are able to handle
HDR sampling of a scene. However, it was a very cumbersome procedure and very error
prone. Furthermore, SH had much trouble ﬁtting the HDR data, because the highlights
had values that were much larger than the diﬀuse values.
In general, the lesson learned is that much more dense sampling is needed. This is especially
true if all highlight information is to be captured and incorporated into the models ﬁtted
to the data. However, the methods and tools in this thesis have proved their worth as good
results were obtained from which much was learned.
17Conclusion
After having evaluated the developed tools in the preceding chapter, this chapter
concludes on the thesis as a whole. The results of the thesis are ﬁrst summed up,
before an answer to the initial problem is given.
This thesis set out to investigate the feasibility of capturing view-dependent radiance in-
formation of a surface. This was done with the aim of being able to compactly represent
a precomputed global illumination solution of a surface in real time computer graphics
applications. Instead of recreating a surface using a shading model and a number of light
sources as normally done, the thesis seeks to directly represent the reﬂected radiances in all
directions from the surface. This way, the surface can be reconstructed without explicitly
modeling any light sources or material properties.
Initially, related work was analyzed in order ﬁnd possible solutions to how the the initial
problem can be solved. Two main approaches were found. The ﬁrst approach was to
represent surface radiances in their captured form, as images, and interpolate between
these to create novel views of the surface. The second approach was to ﬁt a parametric
model to the measured radiances and evaluate the model when creating novel views. The
second approach was chosen as it requires less storage when sampling a surface from a
large number of directions. It was also chosen to store the parameters for the models in
texture maps on a per point basis.
Based on the preliminary analysis, the main objective of this thesis was to build a frame-
work to investigate the feasibility of sampling, modeling and recreating view-dependent
radiance from a surface for use in a real time application. This problem statement con-
sisted of three parts: sampling, modeling and recreation. Therefore, three goals were set
for the thesis:
• Sample surfaces from diﬀerent directions in a suﬃcient manner for later reconstruc-
tion.
• Capture the view-dependent characteristics of a surface and estimate parameters to
models suﬃcient for describing them.
• Visualize the surface reconstructed at interactive frame rates in order to ensure that
view-dependent properties of the surface have been captured and modeled correctly
and suﬃciently.
The sampling of the surface is the process of acquiring images of the surface from diﬀerent
view directions. To capture subtle details in the radiance emission from the surface, the
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surface must be sampled from a large number of directions. To determine the position
of the camera in relation to the surface, camera calibration techniques are used. This is
needed in order to ﬁnd the outgoing direction of the measured radiances for each image.
A surface can reﬂect light very diﬀerently in diﬀerent directions. To handle this high
range in the radiance emission, high dynamic range images of the surface are acquired by
taking multiple images of the surface from the diﬀerent sample directions. These images
are assembled into one single image storing the captured radiances.
The acquired radiance emission for each point sampled on the surface requires a lot of
storage. To reduce the needed storage, models are ﬁtted to the measured data. Two
diﬀerent models were explored: One based on the Phong reﬂection model and another
based on spherical harmonics. The Phong model requires very few parameters, but is only
useful in a limited number of scenarios. It is able to model highlights on the surface very
well under the given limitations. The spherical harmonics model required more parameters,
but is a more general model which alleviates some of the limitations of the Phong model.
The spherical harmonics model modeled the diﬀuse reﬂection of the surface well, but fails to
represent strong highlights. The estimated parameters for the models are saved in texture
maps.
By storing the estimated model parameters in textures, the power of modern graphics
hardware is explored. Custom shader programs were written to reconstruct the appearance
of the sampled surface using only the view direction as input. For both the applied models,
it is possible to render the surface at interactive frame rates.
Based on tests on real data in the preceding chapter, it is concluded that the developed
methods and tools are able to capture and approximate the surface radiance emission to
some extend. Sampling is possible using both normal images and HDR images. However,
the sampling process is very cumbersome since a large number of images is needed.
More work is required to model the measured radiances from a point on the surface accu-
rately in all scenarios. The Phong model works well when assumptions about the lighting
environment are true. However, this can not always be guaranteed. The more general
representation with spherical harmonics is only able to model the diﬀuse radiance from
the surface suﬃciently. When using many parameters in the spherical harmonics model,
the reconstructed surface appeared noisy. However, for cases where the acquired data is
predominantly diﬀuse, the spherical harmonics are a good and compact representation.
It has been made possible to recreate the appearance of a real surface accurately, as shown
in the tests, without explicitly modeling the light sources or the surface material. Only
the emitted radiance from the surface is used. Because of this, the answer to the initiating
problem is yes, it certainly seems feasible to capture the view-dependent radiance of a
surface and reconstruct it in real time computer graphics applications.
18Outlook
This chapter presents areas where further work are needed. It presents possible
solutions to the issues encounter in the thesis which can be investigated to improve
the results. Future work for sampling and modeling the radiance distribution from
a surface are touched upon.
The ﬁrst and most apparent area for further work is sampling. In the tests described in the
ﬁrst chapter of this part, it became evident that certain view directions need to be sampled
more densely to capture the highlight better. It was learned that the sampling process is
very cumbersome. It requires much time to ensure that the radiance distribution of all the
points on the surface are sampled densely enough - and that their entire dynamic range
is covered using photographs with diﬀerent exposure times for the same view direction.
It seems that it would prove worthwhile to invest some time in building an automated
sampling rig, if more surfaces were to be sampled. The ﬁrst step, though, would be to try
and sample the surfaces mentioned in the last test more densely.
Another speciﬁc area that would draw beneﬁt of more attention is the investigation of the
least squares optimal projection of the spherical harmonics parameters. Lots of noise was
introduced when 64 or more parameters were used, even though the highlights were more
and more correctly approximated. The problem seems to be the introduction of ringing
eﬀects, a problem that might be counteracted by use of either pre- or post ﬁltering of
the acquired point radiance distributions. It could also be rewarding to try and ﬁt the
spherical harmonics model to data obtained in a more unconstrained environment, where
not only one very expressed light source is present.
It could also prove advantageous to investigate other general models for ﬁtting the acquired
point radiance distributions. Comparative studies could reveal more details about the
strengths and weaknesses of available methods. It could also be sought to implement
algorithms that tried several models or variation of the same model on the same point
data and selected the one that ﬁtted best. This could e.g. be the employed Phong model
with increasing numbers of light sources incorporated in the model until it ﬁts the data
well enough. More general shader programs that could take this into consideration would
then need to be developed, but it does not seem impossible with the rapid development
the ﬁeld of custom shading development currently undergoes.
A set of tools for sampling, approximating and visualizing the view-dependent radiance of
a surface have been developed in this thesis. These tools paves the way for much future
research of the methods described in this thesis. There is even potential for becoming a
standard way of representing realistic surfaces with subtle details in computer graphics
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applications where static scenes are acceptable. Though, this would require that robust
methods are developed and automation of e.g. the sampling process is made possible.
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This part contains a number of appendixes that support the thesis with more details on
certain subjects.
The ﬁrst appendix explains and details two relevant geometric topics, spherical coordi-
nates and solid angles.
The second appendix details on the subject of colorimetry, how colors are represented and
recorded.
The third appendix presents basic radiometry, which is the science of propagation of light
and measurement thereof. The concept of light, how it behaves and how it can be recorded
and reproduced is described.
The next appendix details upon the Bidirectional Reﬂectance Distribution Function, a
ubiquitous computer graphics term which is a 4-dimensional function describing the ratio
of reﬂected to incident radiance for a surface.
An appendix is also given that presents the rendering equation, an equation that expresses
all interaction between light sources and surfaces as well as reﬂection surfaces in between.
The last technical appendix presents the technique of camera calibration that is employed
in this thesis in a general fashion.
The last appendix describes the content of the enclosed DVD and gives instructions on
how to use the supplied application.

AMathematical Preliminaries
This appendix deﬁnes two relevant geometric topics: spherical coordinates and
solid angles. The following sections provide a review of these topics, to act as a
basis for using them in the thesis.
A.1 Spherical Coordinates
Usually, the position of a point is given in cartesian coordinates, be it [x, y] in R2, [x, y, z]
in R3 etc. However, when dealing with circles or spheres, it can be convenient to express
the position of the point in polar coordinates. In R3, when dealing with a sphere, these






















x = r · cos(θ) · sin(φ)
y = r · sin(θ) · sin(φ)
z = r · cos(φ)
Figure A.1: A visualization of coordinates on a sphere. A point on the sphere, marked
with a red cross, is shown in both cartesian coordinates, [x, y, z], and spherical
coordinates, [r, θ, φ].
The left part of Figure A.1 shows a sphere with a point on its surface. Its x-, y- and z-
coordinates can be converted to spherical coordinates, so the point is expressed using the
radius of the sphere, r ∈ [0;∞[, the azimuthal angle, θ ∈ [0; 2pi[, measured in the xy-plane
from the x-axis and the zenithal angle, φ ∈ [0;pi], measured from the positive z-axis. The
relationship between cartesian and spherical coordinates in R3 is given in the right part of
the ﬁgure.
[x, y, z] and [r, θ, φ] both represent a point on an arbitrary large sphere in R3. If a normal-
ized direction from the origin to the point is needed, one can either normalize the [x, y, z]
vector or simply omit the r coordinate to obtain a more compact representation, [θ, φ].
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A.2 Solid Angles
This section on solid angles is based on [Nic76]. Solid angles can be related to angles as
known from measuring on a 2D surface. Figure A.2(a) shows the angle θ subtended on a
unit circle by an object. The 3D counterpart is the solid angle ω subtended by the object











(b) Solid angle measure on a sphere.
Figure A.2: Figures showing an object subtending an angle on a circle in 2D and a solid
angle on a sphere in 3D.
An angle in 2D is normally measured in degrees, or in radians. Radians [rad] express the
length of arc that the angle spans on a unit circle. Solid angles are measured in steradians,
which analogously to a length of an arc, express an area on the surface of a unit sphere.
Thus steradians [sr] equal radians squared, [rad2] = [sr].
To deﬁne this in a more mathematical manner, solid angles can be derived from diﬀerential
solid angles. Figure A.3 shows a diﬀerential solid angle as the red patch on the surface on
a sphere. For angles of θ and φ with small increments ∆θ and ∆φ going towards zero, the
area goes towards the diﬀerential solid angle:
lim
∆φ,∆θ→0
sin(φ) ·∆θ ·∆φ = dω = sin(φ) · dθ · dφ
This is the area of the patch in Figure A.3, where dφ represents the length of the vertical
sides, while sin(φ) · θ represents the length of horizontal sides, with compensation for
the curvature of the sphere surface. Thus dω deﬁnes a diﬀerential solid angle in units of
steradians, [sr]
To extend this concept to solid angles in general, an integration over all directions (θ, φ) ∈ A
pointing towards the area of ω is performed to obtain a value for ω:
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To exemplify, the surface area of a unit sphere is known to be 4pi. This can be veriﬁed using
solid angles by integrating over the entire sphere of directions, A = H4, where 0 ≤ φ ≤ pi









2pi · sin(φ)dθ = [−2pi · cos(φ)]pi0 = 2pi − (−2pi) = 4pi
Thus, there are 4pi steradians in a sphere, and likewise 2pi steradians in a hemisphere (H2)
and so on.
BColorimetry
As the real world presents itself using a variety of colors, some basic knowledge
about colors is presented in this appendix. It is furthermore exempliﬁed how a
camera can capture colors for later reproduction, e.g. as an image on a computer
screen.
The ﬁeld of colorimetry is concerned with assigning numbers to physical stimuli, such that
other stimuli with equal speciﬁcations look alike [RWPD06]. One of the most prevalent
ﬁndings from colorimetry experiments are the three primary stimuli, which can be com-
bined to match almost all colors. For each color the three primaries may be adjusted and
combined to create a match.

























Figure B.1: CIE 1931 2-degree XYZ color matching functions. They represent the CIE
1931 standard observer. (Data downloaded from http://www.cvrl.org).
Figure B.1 shows what is called the color matching functions for the CIE 1931 standard
observer. They are obtained by measuring the intensities of three primaries at diﬀerent
wavelengths, [λ]. A stimulus color Qλ can then be represented as a linear combination of
these three functions:
Qλ = x(λ) ·X + y(λ) · Y + z(λ) · Z
Thus, the (X,Y, Z) scalar multipliers are the tristimulus values of a color Qλ. They are
analogous to an (R,G,B)-triplet known from imaging, but denoted (X,Y, Z) because the
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color matching functions are ﬁxed to always take positive tristimulus values for visible
colors [RWPD06].
The observed color of an object depends roughly on three things, if the media through
which it propagates is disregarded; the light source, the surface and the observer. Figure
B.2 shows a visualization of this concept. The observer has a response curve as in Figure
B.1. The light source has an equivalent curve, representing the light it emits, and the
surface has a curve for the light it reﬂects (absorbed light is disregarded). In this example,
the light is primarily red, the surface reﬂects blue light the most and green and red light
slightly less. The camera is a standard observer, capable of recording visible colors.
n
Figure B.2: A model of how light is transported from a light source, reﬂected on a surface
and observed by a camera. The recorded color is the product of all three curves, a
red depiction of the surface.
The ﬁnal color in the example in Figure B.2 is the product of the three curves. The end
result, as indicated in the bottom of the ﬁgure, is a red depiction of the surface.
The way that the light is reﬂected from the surface, depends on a number of properties for
that particular surface. Color is one of them, along with information about how the surface
reﬂects and absorbs light in general. These two subjects are the topics of the following two
appendices.
CRadiometry and Light
Capturing an image, be it in digital or analogue form, is basically the process of
exposing a light sensitive chip or ﬁlm to light in a short amount of time. The light
that hits the chip or ﬁlm during that time frame, constitutes an image. A number
of measurable quantities for light are presented and clariﬁed in this appendix, to
gain an understanding of how light behaves and can be recorded and reproduced.
Radiometry is the science of propagation of light and measurement thereof. The primary
source for this appendix is [RWPD06], from which the previous deﬁnition is taken. Light is
radiant energy, measured in Joules, propagating through diﬀerent media such as air, water
etc. As light travels through space, a measurable ﬂow of radiant energy is present. As this
is measured in Joules per second, it is a measure of energy per unit of time [W].
The radiant ﬂux hitting a point is known as irradiance, which is exempliﬁed in Figure
C.1(a). The irradiance is radiant ﬂux from all directions arriving at an area on a surface.
Reversely, radiant exitance is the radiant ﬂux leaving a point in all directions, exempliﬁed
in Figure C.1(b). Both these quantities are measured in watts per area [Wm−2] and
the diﬀerence lies in the domain of integration, whether it is the incident hemisphere
(irradiance) or the outgoing hemisphere (radiant exitance).
dA
(a) Irradiance: power incident upon






Figure C.1: Figures showing the concepts of irradiance and radiant exitance. Figure after
[RWPD06].
If an inﬁnitesimally small point light source is considered, the amount of light emitted in
a particular direction is called radiant intensity. It is measured in watts per steradian,
[Wsr−1]. Figure C.2(a) shows this concept.
The radiant ﬂux incident at a point on a surface from a particular direction is known as
radiance. Radiance is the physical counterpart to the physiological concept of brightness
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or intensity [Arv95]. It is a measure of energy per unit of time, area and direction. Thus
the unit is watts per area per steradian, [Wm−2sr−1]. The concept of radiance is shown in
Figure C.2(b). However, it should be noted that radiance is not limited to light entering
an area as shown in the ﬁgure. According to the deﬁnition in [RWPD06], radiance is ﬂux
passing through, leaving or arriving at a point in a particular direction.
Light hitting a point on a surface from a particular direction is the heart of image formation.
The combination of shutter, lens and sensor in a camera, restricts light in such a fashion,









a unit area dA
from a unit set of
directions dω.
Figure C.2: Figures showing the concepts of radiant intensity and radiance. Figure after
[RWPD06].








Table C.1: Radiometric quantities
Light hitting a surface is either absorbed and converted to heat or reﬂected in some di-
rections. The appearance of the surface is dependent on the how the light is reﬂected.
A matte surface reﬂects light almost evenly in all directions whereas a glossy surface will
reﬂect light strongly in certain directions. The interaction between light and a material
can be modeled using the BRDF, which is the topic of the following appendix.
DThe Bidirectional Reﬂectance
Distribution Function
This appendix describes the BRDF, a ubiquitous term within the ﬁeld of computer
graphics. It is derived and presented as a ratio of reﬂected to incident radiance,
and a way of functionally describing how light reﬂects oﬀ of a surface.
The BRDF is a function that described the distribution of reﬂectance based on two direc-
tions. Reﬂection is the process of ﬂux hitting a surface and leaving it again on the same
side, while reﬂectance is the fraction of incident ﬂux that is reﬂected. First, the deﬁnition
of a BRDF is presented based on [NRH+77]. Then some important properties are listed
and described.
D.1 Deﬁnition
A BRDF shows a relation of irradiance from one given direction to its contribution to the
reﬂected radiance in another direction. Purely diﬀuse and purely specular reﬂection can be
quite closely approximated, but neither appears completely in practice. The usual practice
is therefore to present the reﬂectance of a surface by a number of specular highlights and
a diﬀuse component, because of their ability to be linearly combined, as exempliﬁed at a
later point in this appendix.
Only parametric BRDFs are considered in this appendix with the assumption that light
enters and leaves the surface at the same point as stated in [JMLH01] for valid BRDFs.
This is the outcome of the BRDF being a simpliﬁcation of the more general Bidirectional
Surface Scattering Reﬂection Distribution Function (BSSRDF), which describes the re-
lationship between any two rays hitting a surface. Almost all BRDFs are derived from
surface scattering, with any sub-surface scattering being approximated by a Lambertian
(diﬀuse) component.
Let the portion of incident ﬂux from a direction (θi, φi) striking an area, dAi centered at
the point (xi, yi) be denoted dΦi. The reﬂected radiance in the direction (θr, φr) at the
point (xr, yr) coming from dΦi is denoted dLr. Generally, dLr is proportional to dΦi, so
dLr = S · dΦi, (D.1)
with subscript i for incident light and subscript r for reﬂected light. In this case, S is an
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8-dimensional function, S = S(θi, φi, xi, yi, θr, φr, xr, yr).
If it is assumed that the area dAi is uniformly irradiated, the incident radiance depends
only on the direction, (θi, φi). The incident ﬂux then becomes:
dΦi = Li(θi, φi) · cos(φi) · dωi · dAi = dEi · dAi (D.2)
where dEi is the incident irradiance and dωi is the solid angle in which the irradiance is
conﬁned. The contributions to reﬂected radiance from all the incident ﬂux in the direction
(θi, φi) and within the solid angle dωi can be found by integrating over the area Ai (by




S · dΦi = dEi ·
∫
Ai
S · dAi (D.3)
If it is further assumed that the scattering properties of the surfaces are uniform and
isotropic, Equation D.3 can be written as
dLr = dEi · fr(θi, φi, θr, φr) ,where fr =
∫
Ai
S(θi, φi, θr, φr) · dAi
Thus, the characterization properties of radiance over a uniform and isotropic surface, fr,
is:




dLr(θi, φi, θr, φr)
Li(θi, φi) · cos(φi) · dωi
the four-dimensional BRDF. It describes the ratio of reﬂected light over incoming light. It
is a ratio of inﬁnitesimals and a derivative with instantaneous values that can never be
measured directly.
D.2 Properties
A number of properties exist for the BRDF. Four of these are exempliﬁed in the following
paragraphs.
The BRDF must adhere to the conservation of energy laws. As reﬂectance is a ratio of
reﬂected to incident ﬂux it can only be within the interval [0; 1]. Accordingly, the BRDF,
being a concentration of reﬂectance, can therefore theoretically attain values from [0;∞[.
The second property is linearity, meaning that several BRDFs can be linearly combined to
one single BRDF. This principle is often used in rendering to combine specular and diﬀuse
BRDFs into one. It is important that the sum of the reﬂectances of the BRDFs must
be less than or equal to 1, to adhere to the ﬁrst property. Figure D.1 shows a pictorial
example of linear combination of BRDFs.






Figure D.1: The resulting Phong-like BRDF is a linear combination of the diﬀuse and
specular BRDFs. The green line indicates direction from point to light, and the red
line indicates reﬂection direction.
Reciprocity is another important property of the BRDF, meaning that it does not matter
if the incident and radiant directions are switched, the end result is the same:
fr(θ1, φ1, θ2, φ2) = fr(θ2, φ2, θ1, φ1)
When discussing reﬂectivity of surfaces, isotrophy and anisotrophy are two apparent con-
cepts to come up. A BRDF is denoted isotropic if its value remains the same when the
surface is rotated around its normal at the point of current interest. It is thus possible to
reduce the dimensionality of the BRDF with one:
fr(θi, φi, θr, φr)→ fr(θr − θi, φi, φr)
An example of an isotropic BRDF is the well-known Phong specular reﬂection model
[Pho75]. Reversely, anisotropic BRDFs change the appearance of the surface when it is
rotated around its normal. These are normally used for modeling e.g. hair and brushed
metal. An example of an anisotropic BRDF is the Ward BRDF [War92].
EThe Rendering Equation
For completeness when lighting surfaces of a scene, all interaction between light
sources and surfaces as well as reﬂection surfaces in between needs to be taken into
consideration. This is why the topic of this appendix is the rendering equation,
and an example showing the diﬀerence between the terms global and local'
illumination is given.
The rendering equation is a general way of expressing balance in energy ﬂow between points
on surfaces. It has its foundation in energy balance, and seeks to abide to the following
equilibrium of light [Han04]:
[outgoing]− [incoming] = [emitted]− [absorbed]
Rephrasing this means that all outgoing light from a point equals the sum of all incoming
light and the light it emits, minus the light it absorbs.
The rendering equation shown below was presented in [Kaj86], and is stated without any
assumptions about reﬂectance properties of the surfaces involved:





ρ(x, x′, x′′) · I(x′, x′′)dx′′
]
, where:
• I(x, x′) is the intensity of the light transported from point x′ to x.
• g(x, x′) is a geometry term expressing visibility and distance between the points in
question.
• ²(x, x′) is an expression of emitted light from point x′ to x.
• ρ(x, x′, x′′) expresses the intensity of scattered light from x′′ to x by a surface at x′.
• ∫S is an integral over the union of all surfaces, thus the points x, x′ and x′′ range
over all surfaces on all objects in the scene.
Rewriting this using equations derived in Appendix D and including the position on the
surface as x, the rendering equation can be expressed as:
Lr(x, θo, φo) = Le(x, θo, φo) +
∫
H
fr(x, θi, φi, θo, φo) · Li(x, θi, φi) · cos(φi) · dωi
where Le(x, θi, φi) expresses the amount of light that the surface emits in the outgoing
direction at the respective point.
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E.1 Approximate Solutions
Solving the rendering equation would result in a correctly lit scene, taking all possible
ways of lighting surfaces into account. A complete solution requires an infeasible amount
of processing, and therefore a number of approximate solutions exist. Two of the most
prevalent are radiosity and ray tracing. These are shortly introduced as a conclusion to
this appendix.
Radiosity Radiosity originates from analysis of heat transfer between surfaces in enclosed
environments. It allows the radiant energy intensity arriving at a surface to be
computed. These intensities can then be used for shading the surface. Radiosity
operates with the assumption that all surfaces emit and reﬂect energy diﬀusely and
uniformly over the entire surface. It also assumes that all energy can be accounted
for, and an equilibrium can be obtained. It is a view-independent method, because
it handles interaction only between light sources and surfaces. However, due to the
mentioned assumptions, it only handles diﬀuse-to-diﬀuse reﬂections of light.
The radiosity algorithm works in object space, and in coarse steps, it does the follow-
ing: mesh surfaces into elements, compute their inter-reﬂections, solve linear system
for radiosities and lastly reconstruct scene and display it.
Ray tracing Ray tracing works with three ideas about light: its rays travel in straight
lines, rays do not interfere if they cross and light travels from light source to eye,
but due to reciprocity, the physics are invariant if the path is reversed. Ray tracing
therefore traces rays from the eye into the scene through all pixels in the image
plane. All rays are tested against all geometry. It handles transparency, shadows,
specular inter-reﬂections and texturing in a straight-forward manner. It is said to be
view-dependent, because it is limited to the current view and image plane. However,
the radiance within the scene of course remains the same no matter where its viewed
from.
Because of the relatively course resolution when only sampling once per pixel, ray
tracing is prone to aliasing errors, resulting in jagged edges of geometry. However, this
is resolved using multiple rays per pixel. Ray tracing is ideal at handling specular-
to-specular reﬂections and can, in its basic form, handle diﬀuse-to-specular reﬂection
to some extend.
An attempt at solving the rendering equation that extends and combines the concepts of
radiosity and ray tracing is presented in [WCG87], where the best of two worlds is combined
to form a better solution to realistically simulate light transport, and thus rendering true-to-
life complex scenes. It is handled in a two-pass manner: ﬁrst a view-independent radiosity
computation pass, followed by a view-dependent ray tracing pass.
An example of a scene rendered using a global illumination method is shown in Figure
E.1(b). In comparison to local illumination methods normally used in real time rendering,
exempliﬁed in Figure E.1(a), the global illumination methods handles both shadows and
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inter-reﬂection. Strictly speaking though, local illumination is the consideration of light in
one point and directly from light sources, without considering any other points or geometry
in the scene. This is why it is wrong that the ball casts a shadow in Figure E.1(a).
(a) Local illumination. There is a lack of de-
ﬁnition in areas not directly aﬀected any light
source.
(b) Global illumination. All areas are well-
deﬁned, and shadows are handled.
Figure E.1: Figures illustrating the concepts of local and global illumination. Taken from
http://www.cgl.uwaterloo.ca/Projects/rendering/Talks/swc/.
FCamera Calibration
This appendix analyzes how points in world space are projected onto the image
plane. The parameters of the projection can be divided into extrinsic and intrinsic
parameters. The extrinsic parameters describe the pose of the camera. The intrin-
sic parameters describe how points are projected onto the image plane and how
they are distorted. The main sources for this appendix are [TV98] and [Bou07]
F.1 Camera Model
Figure F.1 illustrates the utilized camera model. Using this model, the transformation of
world point to image points can be described. In the ﬁgure, four coordinate systems are
depicted. These are used in the projection from world space to pixel space. A known point
pw in world space is ﬁrst transformed into camera space. The coordinate of the point is
now pc. Next, the point is projected onto the image plane using a perspective projection
resulting in the point pu expressed in camera coordinates. If the camera did not have any



























Figure F.1: The coordinate systems used in the projection of a point in world space to
image space. The projection of pw is based on a perspective projection.
However, for real cameras the pinhole model is not an adequate model. The lens introduces
distortion which needs to be modeled. Therefore the ﬁnal distorted point in the image is
pd. The steps involved in transforming the world space point pw into image space can be
summed up as:
1. A rigid transformation from world to camera space. The transformation involves a
rotation and a translation.
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2. A perspective projection in camera space of the point onto the image plane using the
pinhole model with focal length f .
3. A distortion transformation from pu to pd.
4. A transformation from camera coordinates to image coordinates.
The parameters involved in step 1 are called the extrinsic parameters. The extrinsic para-
meters are camera independent. The parameters used in steps 2 - 4 are called the intrinsic
parameters and are camera dependent.
In this work the MATLAB camera calibration toolkit by [Bou07] is used. Using a checker-
board, the parameters can be estimated from multiple images from diﬀerent orientations
where the corresponding world and image coordinates are known.
F.2 Extrinsic Parameters
The extrinsic parameters transforms a point in world space to camera space. The trans-
formation consists of a rotation followed by a translation. The rotation aligns the axes
of the world coordinate system to the camera coordinate system. The translation moves
the origin of the world coordinate system to the origin of the camera coordinate system.
Knowing the rotation and translation transformations, the camera coordinate of a point
in world space can be found as:
pc = R · pw + t (F.1)
where
R =
 r11 r12 r13r21 r22 r23
r31 r32 r33




The extrinsic camera parameters are used to determine the camera position relative to the
surface. Using this position, the view direction to all texels in the extracted texture can
be estimated.
F.3 Intrinsic Parameters
The intrinsic parameters are unique for a camera. However, when estimated they remain
the same unless the focus of the camera is changed.
The intrinsic parameters describe how a point is projected, distorted and transformed into
image coordinates. The perspective projection can be seen in Figure F.1, where the point
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The distortion is comprised of diﬀerent types of distortions. Normally only the radial and
tangential distortions are considered, but other types exist and can be modeled. Using the
radial and tangential distortion, the relation between the distorted and undistorted point
is:
pd = pu · radial + tangential (F.4)
The radial distortion is large for lenses with a large Field of View (FOV); i.e. ﬁsheye
lenses. The cameras used in this work have a more narrow FOVs resulting in smaller
radial distortion. The radial distortion component is given by:
radial = 1 + k1 · r2 + k2 · r4 (F.5)
where r2 = x2u + y2u. The radial distortion is large near the edges of the image and small
near the center.
The tangential distortion is due to imperfect centering of the lens components and other
lens defects [Bou07]. The tangential distortion is deﬁned as:
tangential =
[
2 · k3 · xu · yu + k4 · (r2 + 2 · x2u)
k3 · (r2 + 2 · y2u) + 2 · k4 · xu · yu
]
(F.6)
Generally, the tangential distortion is much smaller than the radial. Like the radial dis-
tortion it is more visible towards the image edges.
Next, the image coordinates can be found be applying knowledge about the physical di-
mensions of a pixel (sx and sy), which can be found in the most camera data sheets.
However, in practice the dimensions are also estimated by the MATLAB implementation.











Examples of the distortion from the tests performed in Chapter 16 are visualized in Figure
F.2. The two plots are diﬀerent since a diﬀerent focal length and focus is used in the two
tests. The distortion is most dominant towards the corners, where a pixel can be displaced
up to 30 pixels. However, the object of interest are most placed near the center of image,
where the distortion is low.
When the camera calibration has been accomplished, the image position of a real world
point can be calculated. This is useful when sampling known world point on a surface
using photographs.
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Pixel error                      = [0.947, 0.7565]
Focal Length                 = (5237.67, 5210.05)
Principal Point               = (1453.93, 947.514)
Skew                              = 0
Radial coefficients         = (0.08457, 0.2008, 0)




+/− [0.02343, 0.3016, 0]
+/− [0.001715, 0.00262]















































Radial Component of the Distortion Model
(a) Radial distortion from Visionday ﬂyer test.
Pixel error                      = [0.2273, 0.4065]
Focal Length                 = (4490.69, 4498.91)
Principal Point               = (1224.25, 686.694)
Skew                              = 0
Radial coefficients         = (0.2181, −0.3292, 0)




+/− [0.02472, 0.7458, 0]
+/− [0.001464, 0.00157]




























Radial Component of the Distortion Model
(b) Radial distortion from Patch test.
Pixel error                      = [0.947, 0.7565]
Focal Length                 = (5237.67, 5210.05)
Principal Point               = (1453.93, 947.514)
Skew                              = 0
Radial coefficients         = (0.08457, 0.2008, 0)




+/− [0.02343, 0.3016, 0]
+/− [0.001715, 0.00262]











































Tangential Component of the Distortion Model
(c) Tangential distortion from Visionday ﬂyer test.
Pixel error                      = [0.2273, 0.4065]
Focal Length                 = (4490.69, 4498.91)
Principal Point               = (1224.25, 686.694)
Skew                              = 0
Radial coefficients         = (0.2181, −0.3292, 0)




+/− [0.02472, 0.7458, 0]
+/− [0.001464, 0.00157]







































Tangential Component of the Distortion Model
(d) Tangential distortion from Patch test.
Pixel error                      = [0.947, 0.7565]
Focal Length                 = (5237.67, 5210.05)
Principal Point               = (1453.93, 947.514)
Skew                              = 0
Radial coefficients         = (0.08457, 0.2008, 0)




+/− [0.02343, 0.3016, 0]
+/− [0.001715, 0.00262]

























(e) Complete distortion from Visionday ﬂyer test.
Pixel error                      = [0.2273, 0.4065]
Focal Length                 = (4490.69, 4498.91)
Principal Point               = (1224.25, 686.694)
Skew                              = 0
Radial coefficients         = (0.2181, −0.3292, 0)




+/− [0.02472, 0.7458, 0]
+/− [0.001464, 0.00157]
























(f) Complete distortion from Patch test.
Figure F.2: The distortions for Visionday and patch test. The arrows illustrates the
displacement caused by the distortion. Visualized using [Bou07].
GEnclosed DVD
G.1 Content of the DVD
The DVD contains the following folders:
/Thesis/ The thesis in .pdf, .ps and .tex-format.
/Application/ Contains the executable visualization application with the
needed .dll-ﬁles and parameter maps as well as the source code.
/Test/ Contains a modiﬁed version of the visualization application
where it is possible to see the visualization of the data used
in the tests. It also contains ﬁgures from all tests.
/Matlab scripts/ Contains the developed Matlab scripts for creating observation
maps, ﬁtting models to the data therein and plotting it.
/Data/ Contains the observation maps for all the tests.
/Video/ Contains videos recorded from the application using diﬀerent
parameter maps with diﬀerent resolutions for both the real sur-
faces.
G.2 Controlling the Application
Enclosed on the DVD, in the folder /Application/ is the working application that can
visualize the parameter maps obtained for the two surfaces described in the evaluation.
Holding down the left mouse button and moving the mouse can be used to move the surface
around. Zooming can be done with the right mouse button. Figure G.1 shows a reference
for the use of the numerical keypad for changing between parameter maps, sizes thereof, γ
for tonemapping and rendering modes. Besides the numerical keypad and the mouse, the
following keys can be used in the application:
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z switches between free movement on the hemisphere above the surface, and
movement constrained to the view directions used to build the parameter map.
x / c moves to the previous / next of the view directions
v changes between a 1000mm x 1000mm quadrilateral and an A4-sized quadri-
lateral
p changes texture between green, bricks and rocks textures
e / q decrease / increase tessellation of the quadrilateral
a / d decrease / increase the azimuth
w / s decrease / increase the zenith
r / f zooms in / out
g grab screenshot (ﬁlename is screenshot.bmp)
m toggle menu
t toggle tonemapper
ESC quits the application









































Floating point HDR texture
















Hold shift for steps of 1
Hold alt for steps of 100
Hold both for steps of 0.1
Figure G.1: A reference chart for the numerical keyboard.
